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NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
The National Hureau of Standards' was established by an act of Congress March 3, 1901.
The Bureau's overall goal is to strengthen and advance the Nation's science and technology
and facilitate their effective application for public benefit ''"o this end, the Bureau conducts
research and provides: (Da basis for the Nation's physical nicasurement system, (2) scientific
and technological services for industry and government, (3) a technical basis for equity in trade,
and (4) technical services to promote public safety. The Bureau consists of the Institute for
Basic Standards, the Institute for Materials Research, the Institute for Applied Technology,
the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, and the Office for Information Programs.
THE INSTITUTE FOR BASIC STANDARDS provides the central basis within the United
States of a complete and consistent system of physical measurement; coordinates that system
with measurement systems of other nations; and furnishes essential services leading to accurate
and uniform physical measurements throughout he Nation's scimtifi' community, industry,
and commerce. The Institute consists of the Office of Measurement Si'vices, the Office of
Radiation Measurement and the following Center and divisions:
Applied Mathematics — Electricity — Mechanics — Heat — Optical I'hysics — Center
for Radiation Research: Nuclear Sciences; Applied Radiation — Laboratory Astrophysics'
— Cryogenics' — Electromagnetics' — Time and Frequency ".
THE INSTITUTE FOR MATERIALS RESEARCH conducts materials research leading to
improved methods of measurement, standards, and data on the properties of well-characterized
materials needed by industry, commerce, educational institutions, and Jovernment; provides
advisory and research services to other Government agencies; and develops, produces, and
distributes standard reference materials. The Institute consists of the Office of Standard
Reference Materials, the Office of Air and Water Measurement, and the following divisions:
Analytical Chemistry — Polymers — Metallurgy — Inorganic Materials — Reactor
Radiation — Physical Chemistry.
THE INSTITUTE FOR APPLIED TECHNOLOGY provides technical services to promote
the use of available technology and to facilitate technological innovation in industry and
Government; cooperates with public and private organizations leading to the development of
technological standards (including mandatory safety standards), codes and methods of test;
and provides technical advice and services to Government agencies upon request. The Institute consists of the following divisions and Centers:
Standards Application and Analysis — Electronic Technology — Center for Consumer
Product T.thnology: Product Systems Analysis: Product Engineering — Center for Building
Technology; Structures, Materials, am' Life Safety; Building Environment; Technical Evaluation and Application — Center for Fire Research: Fire Science; Fire Safety Engineering.
THE INSTITUTE FOR COMPUTER SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY conducts research
and provides technical services designed to aid Government agencies in improving cost effectiveness in the conduct of their program* through the selection, acquisition, and effective
utilization of automatic data processing equipment; and serves as the principal focus within
the executive branch for the development of Federal standards for automatic data processing
equipment, techniques, and computer languages. The Institute consists of the following
b'ivisions:
Computer Services — Systems and Software — Computer Systems Engineering — Information Technology.
THE OFFICE FOR INFORMATION PROGRAMS promotes optimum dissemination and
accessibility of scientific information generated within NBS and other agencies of the Federal
Government; promotes the development of the National Standard Reference Data System and
a system of information analysis centers dealing with the broader aspects of the National
Measurement System; provides appropriate services to ensure that the NBS staff has optimum
a cessibility to the scientific information of the world. The Office consists of the following
oiganizational units:
Office of Standard Reference Data — Office of Information Activities — Office of Technical
Publications — Library — Office of International Relations — Office of International
Standards.
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TECHNOLOGY

PROGRTSS REPORT
October 1 to December 31, 1974

AbttPOOt: This progress report describes NBS activities
directed toward the development of methods of measurement for
semiconductor materials, process control, and devices. The
emphasis is on silicon device technologies.
Principal accomplishments during this reporting period include (1) Initiation
of development of measurement technology for characterizing
boron nitride diffusion sources and hydrogen chloride purging
gas, (2) application of dc e! «".trical methods with a sensitivity of about 0.1 am to the measurement of critical dimensions
such as the width of diffusion windows, '3) completion of an
initial comparison of line-width measurements made with an
image shearing eyepiece and a filar eyepiece, and (4) development of procedures for measuring electrically the thermal resistance of the output transistor of Integrated Da-lington
pairs. Also reported are the intermediate result? of an interlaboratory evaluation of standard reference wafers for resistivity, evaluation of the deep-depletion method for measuring
dopant density with an MOS capacito*-, progress on development
of mathematical modsls of dopant pijflies. Initial results of
the reevaluation of Irvin's curve for ►.'-type silicon, analysis
of thermally stimulated current and cipacitance measurements on
MOS capacitors, study of surface carbor contaminatic- which
occurs during measurement of silicon by X-ray photoe 1-"ctron
sptjtroscopy, preliminary measurements of absorbed dose from
electron-beam evaporation of aluminum films, initial evaluation
of the CCD test structure operating as an MOS capacitor and an
MOS transistor, analysis of a TV-microscope system for photomask inspection, initial study of calibraticn procedures and
artifacts for photomask metrology, analysis of the range of
applicability of MOS C-V methods for epitaxial layer thickness
measurement, use of an optical flying-spot scanner, assessment
of damage to selected integrated circuits caused by inspection
with a scanning electron microscope, nathema'.ical modeling of
ultrasonic bonding, a dry gas method for gross leak testing,
and measurements of transistor thermal response. Supplementary
data concerning staff, publications, workshops and symposia,
standards committee activities, and tedr-'c'I services are also
included as appendices.
Key Horde: Boron nitride; boron redistribul'on; capacitancevoltage methods; Darlington pairs; deep depiction; dopant profiles;
electrical properties; electron bean evaporator; electron beam induced damage; electronics; epitaxial layer thickness; filar eyepiece; flying-spot scanner; hermetlcity; hydrogen chloride gas;
image sheaf Ir.g eyepiece; laser interf e: oraetry; measurement methods;
microelectronics; micrometrology; MOS devices; oxide films; photomask insnection; resistivity; scanning electron microscope; scanning low energy electron probe; semiconductor devices; semiconductor
materials; semiconductor process control; silicon; test patterns;
thermal resistance; thermal response; thermally stimulated current;
ultrasonic bonding; wire bonds; x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.
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This is .i n )ort to thu spnnsnrs of the
Si'ini conduct or iochnology I'ro^i rr, on work
during the twenty-sixtli quarter of the Program.
It summarizes work on I wide vpriety
of measurement ..K'chods for scmicondurtor materials, proctss r.ontrol, and devices that
art being 'tudied at the National Bureau of
Standards.
The Program, which emphasizes
silicon-based device technologies. Is a continuing one, and the results and conclusions
reported here are subject to nodifIcalion
and refinement.
The work of the Program is divided Into a
number of tasks, each directed'towaid the
study of a particular material or device
property or nea,urement technique. This report 's subdivided according to these tasks.
High!i^hts of activitv during the quarter
are given In section 2.
Subsequent sections
deal with each specific task area.
Keferences cited are listed in the final section
of the report.
The report of each task Includes a narrative
description of progress made during this re-,
porting period. Additional information concerning the material reported mav be obtained directlv f-om individual staff members Identified with the task in the report.
The organization o* the Program statf and
telephone numbers jre listed in App-.-ndix A.
Backgrou.id material on the Prcgram and individual '.asks may be found in earlier quarterly reports as listed in Appendix B.
From
time to tin.-, publication.-, are prepared that
describe some ispect of the program in

-■■

greater detail. Current publications of
this type are also listed in Appendix P..
Peprlnts or cople-. of such publications are
usually available on request to the author.
(ommunication wit! the electronics community
is a critical aspe ct both as Input for guidance in planning f uture program activities
and in dlsseminati ng the results of the work
to potential users
Kcrr.al channels for
such conmunication occur In the form of
workshops and symp osia sponsored or coi.ponsored by NBS.
urrently scheduled ser.inars and workslups are listed In Appendix ( .
In addition, the a vallablllty of proceedings
from past workshop s and seminars is Indlcated in the apptndl x.
An important part of the work that frequently goes bevond the task structure Is participation in the activities of various technical standardizing committees.
The list of
personnel involvr-d with this work given in
Appendix D sup
:s the extent of this participation.
Ir. most cases, details of
standardization efforts are reported in connection with the -.'ork of a particular task.
Technical services In areas of competence
are provided to other NBS activities and
other goven...ient agencies as they arc requested,
i'sually these are short-term,
specialized services that cannot be obtained through normal comrercial channels.
To indicate the kinds of technologv available to the Program, such services provided
during the period revered by this report arc
listed in Appendix F.
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HIGHLIGHTS
monly a\ illable automatic equipment. The
results agreed well with measurements scaled
from a photo Icrograph.

smaller when the filar eyepiece was used
..•1th dark field Illumination.

E^pitaxial Latter Thiaknese — The rampOther tesc structures on test pattern NBS-3
are being used In the reevaluatlon of Irvin's
curvps.
These Include the square-array collector resistor, which yielded resistivity
values in good agreement with standard fourprobe measurements; a circular MOS capacitor
over the collector; and a circular basecollector Junction.

voltage and step-relaxation methods for measuring epitaxial layer thickness were analyzed to determine the ranges of thickness
and layer resistivity over which they can
be used. The ramp-voltage method was found
to be applicable over a wider range of parameters.

Wifcr TKspcction and Test — A secor-l laser
Initial measurements in the evaluation of
the CCD test structure connected as an MOS
capacitor or as an MOS field effect transistor were completed.

and Improved display amplifiers were added
to the flying-spot scanner. Observations
were made of a bipolar NAND gate and a C-MOS
inverter circuit.

Photc itftOttfODhy — Detailed >■ nalyses of
various state-of-the-art technologies for
automatic inspection of photomasks were begun.
The criteria selected were ability to
detect a defect of dimonsicn 2 um and misregistratioi of .*0.25 „m. The first system
analyzed was one composed of a TV' camera
tube which views the mask through a microscope.
It was concluded that inspection of
I 3 in. by 3 in. mask in 11 or 12 min would
be possible using state-of-the-art components
although this Is significantly faster than
existing prototype of this system.

Several typical integrated circuits were
studied to assess the damage caused by examination with a scanning electron microscope. No significant damage occurred to a
bipolar digital inverter under any condition
studied.
Both a Maolar linear operational
amplifier and a C-MOS inverter exhibited severely degraded characteristics when exammined with bias applied, but neither showed
significant changes when examined for typical times without bias.

A polarizing interferometer with 1 nm displacement resolution was constructed for use
in making T>. situ measurements of the position of a scanning electron microscope stage.
Preliminary measurements using standard
stages revealed the need for a more rigid
stage assembly with fewer than the usual degrees of freedom for micrometrology experiments.

Work continued at the Naval Research Laboratory on the development of an automated
scanning low energy electron probe as a noncontacting non-damaging wafer test technique.

rntcroomeation Bondirtg — Development of
the uniform beam model for analysis of the
vibration of an ultrasonic bonding tool continued with the addition o f a boundary condition to account for the force at the tool
tip during the bonding ope ration. The resuits suggest that the amp lltudes at the unloaded nodal positions and the too] tip can
be related to the force du ring bonding.

A preliminary experiment established that it
is possible to transfer a line-spacing mensurement to a line-width measurement using a
multilayer metal artifact In a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The artifact was designed for use in calibrating the magnification of a SEM; it does not simulate the conditions encountered in making dimensional
measurements on photomasks. A different artifact was designed with 1 to 10 um wide
lines to simulate the properties of a p' • imask.
This artifact is Intended to be fabricated in a film of chromium or iron oxide
on an optically flat glass plate.

F.emeticitu — The experimental phase of the
interlaboratory evaluation of the radiolsotope method for leak testing semiconductor
devices was completed.
Ten Industrial organizations participated In the test.

Comparative measurements of the width of a
chromium line on a glass substrate were made
using both bright field and dark field illumination and filar and image shearing eyepieces.
The measured value was significantly

A rapid gau cycling technique Is being evaluated for use as a quantitative, dry gas,
gross leak test.
Initial calculations suggest that the technique may be suitable for
a wide range of leak sizes.

mam

Study of the non-destructive accoustic emission test to determine the bend quality of
beam lead, flip-chip, or other gang bonded
devices continued.
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HIGHLIGHTS

:hemal Prc^ftit» o£ DevJOM — Further
study confirmed the feasibility of using the
modified emltter-only-swltchlng method for
measuring the thermal resistance of tne output transistor of a uonolithlc Darlington
circuit.
It was also found that the voltage
between the b..se of the Input transistor and
the emitter of the output transistor, measured during the power-off portion of the
thermal resistance measuring cycle. Is a
good Indicator of the onset of a current
constriction In the output transistor.
Development of electrical tech-.lvies for estimating peak junction temperiture of power
transistors continued.
It wat establl ^.ed
that one of the necessary quantities, the
total active area of the device, can be determined from measurements of the heating

mämm

i^MaaMMM

response of the device.
Work was Initiated on an automatic stepping
stage for use with the infrared microradlometer in order to facilitate measurement
of surface temperature distributions on
power devices and integrated circuit:.
Recommendations concerning changes to the
•.hermal resistance methods in M1L-STD-750B,
I jr discrete semiconductor devices, were
tr>r-"j';jted at the request of EIA Committee
0-12 on Solid State Devices.
These recommendatloud, which are based on standards developed by various EIA-JEDEC Committees and
draw heavily on prior NBS work, were submitted to the Defense Electronics Supply Center
for consideration.
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PROCESS CHfMICALS CHARACTERIZATION

3.2.

Boron Nitride

Prints of thf mask set for test pattern NRS2 (MM TfCh. Note 788. pp. 15-17) [3] have
' een obtained and a process developed to enable the fabrication of boron nitride diffused diodes and gated MOS capacitors for
use in the study of boion nitride diffusion
sources.
The electrical raeasuremeni. methods
that are being emphasized initially include
thermally and optically stimulated techniques [£>] and carrier lifetime. Mechanical,
electrical, and optical designs for the system to make measurements of thermally and
optically stimulated current and capacitance
were completed and the parts are being assembled.
The system for measuring carrier
lifetime by the MOS capacitance method [S]
has also been designed.
."he analysis of various boron nitride starting powders and t.he development of suitable
standards for emission spectroscopy measurements are currently being undertaken. A

joint effort with the supplier has been initiated to determine the impurity levels introduced during various stages of boron
nitride wafer fabrication In typical production rune. This lot of wafers (100T boron
nitride and boron n' trlde/silicon dioxide)
is then to be used to study impurity partitioning during activation (surface oxidation
of the boron nitride to boron oxide) and
diffusion.
(j, stach'"')

3.3.

Hydrogen Chloride

The design of the system for thermogravimetrlc analysis has been completed. This includes thermal, gas handling, and apecimen
fixtures. Arrangements have been made with
the cooperating manufacturer to supply various samples of hydrogen chloride for thermogravlmetrlc analysis. Controlled imounts of
water vapor will be Introduced from a special moisture mixture supplied by the manufacturer,
(j. ntac!.'-')
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4.1.

RESISTIVITY;

Standard Reference Materials

In conjunction with offering for sale standard reference silicon wafers with certified
resistivity values for use with four-probe
measurements [6], NBS Is conducting a multipass experiment with five other laboratories
to test the long-term precision attainable
with these wafers and to determine their
stability. The experiment "-equlres each laboratory to measure monthly its own set of
standard reference wafers according to ASTM
Method F 84 [7] with the exc^ntion that only
two resistivity values Instead of the normal
ten be measured for each waf' r. Two additional sets of standard reference wafers are
being circulated to the participating laboratories such that each month one of the laboratories also measures these circulating
waftrs according to the same method except
that five measurements are made on each circulating wafer. The circulating wafers have
been to each labor.-^ory once which brings the
experiment approximately to its half-way
point although some laboratories have reported more measurements than others on the
non-clrculatIng wafers.
The results of tills first phase of the experiment are summarized in table I. With
two exceptions, the participants appear to
have good control over the measurements.
Laboratory 2 shows a significant high-side
bias on Its high-resistivity wafer as well
as the greatest variability in measurements
of in-house wafers.
Laboratory A shows a
strong high-side bias In all of Its measurements despite the good reproducibllIty of
these measurements. The test will be concluded after each laboratory reports 12 sets
of measurements on Its in-house wafers and
after the circulating wafers complete their
second cycle.
tf, H. Brewer)

4.2.

Dynamic MOS C-V Method

In the traditional high frequency MOS capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurement (NBS Spec.
Publ. 400-4, pp. 37-38), the rate of the
voltage bias sweep is kept slov enough to
allow equilibrium in the iiiversion regime to
be mair.tair.ed through minority carrier generation.
\s a result, the semiconductor
space charge region assumes a fixed width
and ehe MOS capacitance saturates to Its
minimum value, shown in figure 1 as C . .
mln
If however, the sweep rate is rapid enough
that the minority carrier generation is in-
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PROFILES

sufficient to maintain I n-ilibrium, the
semiconductor becomes depleted and the space
charge width Increases. The capacitance associated with this depletion regime lr> shown
as curve C In figure I. The dopant density
profile can be deduced from this C-V characteristic when it is analyzed according to
standard models [8).
In the experiment, the blM applied to the
MOS capacitor is a repetitive (approximately
10 Hz) rar,, or triangular voltage of the appropriate magnitude and polarity. A threeterminal capacitance bridge provides an analog signal proportional to the measured capacitance.
Both the analog capacitance signal and the applied ramp voltage are simultaneously displayed on a dual channel oscilloscope.
Typical waveforms are shown in
figure 2 ar. they appear on the oscilloscope
face. The data acquisition and analysis
system employed permits processing ol the
data displayed on the oscilloscope.
The algorithm for the calculation Is based
on the expression for the dopant density,
N(X), at the edge of the space charge region
as deduced from the simple depletion model
[8]:

N(X)

qK
M

t.
s 0

m-

en

where X is the depletion width, q Is the
electronic charge, K is the relative dielectric constant of silicon, eg is the permittivity of free space, C Is the measured
capacitance per unit area, and V is the
bias voltage. Under software control the
C(t) and V(t) waveforms are sampled and
stored; typically 1000 scans are averaged to
produce a smooth curve. Time Is used as an
independent parameter to find the derivative
in eq (I). From the smoothed capacitance
curve, the quantity [C(t)l** is calculated
and differentiated to obtain d [C (t) )" ' /dt .
Similarly the smoothed voltage curve is differentiated to find dV/dt. The depletion
width corresponding to each value of bias
voltage Is calculated from
X - K c
s o

(K)-

where C

is the oxide capacitance per unit

(2)

area and C is the measured capacitance per
unit area for the particular voltage.
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RfSISTIVlTY; MIANT rROFILTS

Results of a typical nieasiaemont are ■howl
in figure 3 as a plot of dopant density
against distance from the silicon-oxide Interface.
The specimen used was phosphorusdoped with a nominal resistivity of 1 ..•<■?.'..
The wet oxide, grown at 1000oC for 150 mln,
had a nominal thickness of 500 nm.
The aluminum gate electrodes were evaporated with
an electron-beam evaporator and the wafer
was annealed in nitrogen for JO rain at
500oC.

ideal as a result of fast interface states.
Interface states contribute to the capacitance and will cause distortion or structure
In the calculated profile.
Ulien presi nt
thev exert their gr-.itest influence in the
surface region ot the pr. I ile.
DM other point to be considered Is the COBparison of the dopant densltv as determined
bv the traditional C
- C .
r.erhod (MBS
:-:,ix
"in
Spec. Tubl. .iOO-4, pp. 17-38) and that determined bv the deep depletion method descrlned here.
The dopant density deternir.cd
bv the C
- C .
method is t lie averaue denir.a R
mln
sitv within the equilibrium depletion depth.
In figure 3 tl'.' horizontal and vertical arrows indicate the dopant den^.itv (N) and the

There are at least four sources of error in
the profile which must he considered.
First, at large depletion depths the (.(.t)
curve is changing verv slowly.
The differentiation in this region is then very sensitive to random fluctuations in the C(t)
curve; as a resu't there is likely to be appreciable scatter in the calculated dopant
density at large distances from the interface, as can be seen in figure J.
Some improvement could be made by averaging over
longer periods of time or by using a larger
differentiation grid as the change in capacitance becomes small.

equilibrium aepletion depth (X

) deunnhud

from tnis method.
Note that the cilcui.ited
densitv ll s i ivi 1" icant 1 v higher t ha-i t lu
bulk density determined from the deep depletion technique which allows penetration of
the space charge region much farther than
the equi'. ihrium hich frequencv technique
which is emploved in the C
- I .
••tiiod.
■ax
iv, in
It
clear that the
C ,
techniauo
PI i n
determines a lopant densitv which is more
. haiMc t or i st i> ol tlu siirtace region and
may have little relation to the bulk d.'p.inl
densitv.
i .

A second source of error is the clleit ol
tringing fields on the MUS MpacltO •
For
materials of relativelv low dopant tl-nsitv
(
1011* cnT'') depletion depths can be
large (' 10 ,.n) .
This causes a spreading
of the electric fields away from the gate
and could cause an increase in the mi-asured
.apacitance.
This edge effect is serious
for devices where the maximum depletion
deptli is a finite fraction ot the device
radius.
Typicallv, tin presence of fringing fields causes the calculated dopant
density to be larger than the actual dopant
density; the error iiuiiMses as the depletion depth increases.

4.3.

Mathematical "odels of Dopant Profiles

fhls report outlines a finite difference
algorithm [9] for the solution of the boron
redistribution proMen described previously
(NBS Spec. Tubls. «00-1, pp. '»-11, and
400-4, pp. '»-m.
Ihls algorithm consists
of a set of algebraic equations whose solution approxirates the solution ot the partial differential equations which govern the
l.oron concentration in the silicon and the
silicon dioxide (NI!S Spec. Pub! . ■iC-!. eqs
(4). (■), and (71, pp. 10-11).

The third source of erro r aris-es because of
limitations in the simpl ■ depletion model,
In the ideal case, deple tion starts at the
flc.t-band voltage.
Kxpe rimentallv, the capacitance near the flat band voltage Is alwavs less than the theor etlcal depletion
capacitance.
Therefore, the calculated prufile lies above the true proflle near the
flat-band condition unti 1 the true depletion
regime is entered.
In t he example shown In
figure 3, the first data point on the left
corresponds to a voltage slightly more nev.ative than the tlat-hand voltage so this error may be present.

As previously discussed two coordinate systems are used:
in the silicon, a fixed
system with Its origin at tlu- initial silicon surfa e, and in the oxide, a svstem
with Its origin at the oxidi-air irttriac«
which moves away from the initial ■lltcon
surface with a velocity inversely proportional to the square toot of the time.
tlM
silicon-oxide interface moves in the opposite direction with I similar velo, its.
The motion of this interface complicates the

The fourth soe.rce of error arises from the
departure of the C-V characteristic from the
1 I
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CRYSTAL DEFECTS AND C 0 N T A H M A fl T S

Thermally Stimulated Current and
Capacitance Measurements

Analysis of thermally stimulated current and
capacitance measurements continued with emphasis on the thermally stimulated current
response from the gold acceptor in an >-type
silicon MOS capacitor.
For the analysis, it
was assumed that only those defects between
W Tf, the steady state inversion width and
the depletion width at the pnd of phase II
of the dynathermal response measurement (NBS
Spec. Publ. ^00-1, pp. 16-19), and »_., the
depletion width at the start of the dynathernal response are initially charged and
that defects between the oxide-silicon
interface and W f are uncharged. In order
to achieve this condition, th<5 MDS capacitor is cooled to low temperatures with the
depletion width held at W
by applying

The parameters were varied one at ■ time
over the following ranges:
0.2 K/s <
5

:;

1

10 K/s

1 N,/Nt 1 100
0.9

0.1

10

0.1

"».'hen not being varied the parameters were
held at ;; = 10 K/s, N ./N = 100, H = 0.2,
d t
e..d G = 1.
The individual results are shown
in figures 5-8. As shown in figure 5, an
increase in the heating rate causes T

He'

the temperature of the current maximum, to
increase.
This is the same behavior as that
observed for the phase I current peak T. .
As shown in figure 6, a decrease in the density of generation sites ■ relative to the
background dopant density N,, causes T .

a bias voltage sufficient to drive the capacitor into the inversion region, once the
low temperature is reached, a larger bias
which widens the depletion width to W
is
applied.
Detailed calculations were carried out with
procedures analogous to those used prevlousIv in analyzing a pht Junction (NBS Spec.
Publ. 400-12, pp. 8-11).* Tlie phase I current response of the MOS capacitor was found
to be somewhat less than that of a ;+>; junclon with the same values of donor density,
N., and gold density, N , biased so that the
d
t
portion of the depletion width In which the
defects are not charged is the same. However, under such similar bias conditions
the current response of the MOS capacitor is
related to that of the p*H junction in sucli
a way that the maximum in the dynathenv,al
current response occurs at the same temperafor both structures.
ture, T

to increase, ''or it takes higher temperatures (higher hole emission rates) to satisfy the inversion conditions at the oxidesilicon interface. Likewise, as shown in
figure 7, reduction of the number of generation sites by restriction of the initial
depletion width (increasing H) causes TITe
to Increase.
Finally, as shown in figure 8,
a decrease in the oxide thickness relative
to W
(an increase in C) also results In
ar increase in T

was also shown that for all values of H,
F can be determined from measurable capacitances :

le'

t

and heating

rate scaled by the factor F previously discussed (r;BS Spec. Publ. 400-4, p. 33) was
shown to be independent of these parameters
over all ranges except for -./vt '20. It

The phase II current response of an MOS capacitor depends on the heating rate, B, the
ratio N /N , the ratio H = Wj^/U^., and
a geometrical parameter G =

lie"

The relationship between T

C

- cu )
(5)
—7~r
J
(C
c o c.,
Ii
o-cne)(cnf
If

IIfCIIe(riIfC0-CIIe)(CIf

w
1J

nf^LsXo

is the dielectric constant of sllio
con dioxide, and X
is the oxide thickness.

where the capac'tances are Identified in
figure 9 which shiws the dynathermal current
and capacitance response of an ideal, golddoped >;-type MOS capacitor.

The sensitivity of the phase II current
response to these parameters was studied
assuming that the temperature is raised
slowly enough that steady state conditions
prevail (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-8. p. i2) .

The complete analysis, MMMriMd i.ere,
!■ being preiared for publication as a
separate report.

where

s

is the dielectric constant of sill-

con, c
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CRYSTAL OEFCCTS AND CONTAMINANTS
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Figure 10. Scaled heating rate appropriate
to obtain various emission temperatures during the phase II response from gold acceptor
defects in an w-type silicon MOE capacitor.
(Solid curves: theoretical; D: experimental,
device 2107.7, (.' /Il = 25, N = 0.27, Q =
d
t
0.90.)

Figure 9. Capacitance-voltage characteristic and dynathermal cuiTent and capacitance
response of an ideal gold-doped tt-type silicon MOS capacitor.

tions are presented In figure 10 In the form
Experimental data from
B/F against T
lie"
device 2107.7 are also shown.
(W. E. Phillips and R. G. Euehler)

Experimentally, the factor F was determined
from the thermally stimulated current and
capacicance response of a gold doped w-type
MOS capacitor (Device 2107.7, NBS Spec. Publ.
400-1, p. 17). The results of the computa-
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6.1. X-Ray Photoplprtron Spectroscope

next day be.ore heating, figure lie, showed
that a considerable amount of low kinetic
energy carbon and some additional oxygen
had been deposited. On heating to 960oC,
figure llf, most of the elemental carbon
was lost, some seemingly conveited to carbide as manifested by the growth of the
"carbide" carbon (SIC) and silicon (SIC)
peaks.
The Intensity of the oxygen peaks
was also observed to diminish until at
1000°C oxygen could not be seen on the surface, figure llg. Although there was no
apparent change In the total amount of carbon present on the surface, both a narrowing of the carbide carbon peak and a furthei
growth of the carbide silicon peak were experienced.
In an additional experiment, the
silicon specimen was bombarded with argon to
sputter all carbon from the surface and then
annealed at 950°C. After allowing the specimen to sit overnight in the vacuum, a contamination layer appeared which was similar
to that which appeared after the specimen
was cooled overnigt t after heating to 960,'C
(fig. lie). When i.he specimen was reheated
to 960oC silicon .arbide was again prodL-.ed
(cf fig. llf).
The conclusion Is that most,
if not all, of tie silicon carbide that
forms results from the interaction of residual carbon containing gases In the spectrometer with the silicon surface.

Considerabtij attention was given to determin<r.s the origin P' the "carbide" carbon
peak previously found on heated silicon
specimens (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-4, p. 42). A
sequence of carbot. (Is), oxygen (Is) and
silicon (2p) XPS scans on an air-stabilized
silicon specimen were performed as a function of heating condition.
Successive temperature levels were maintained for whatever
period of time was necessary for outgassing
to effectively cease.
The heating was done
In such a fashion that the total pressure in
the chamber never exceeded 5 « 10~? Torr
(7 ■ 10" Pa), starting from a base pressure
of 3 « 10"? Torr (4 » lO-7 Pa).
A quadrupole mass spectrometer was used to
monitor the gas composition.
During the initial heating, water was by far the major
gas present; at higher temperatures, first
hydrogen and then carbon monoxide became
prominent. The evolution of carbon monoxide
was accompanied by lesser amounts of hydrogen and water. After the specimen had been
heated to approximately 1000oC, allowed to
cool aid then reheated, a short initial outgassing of hydrogen was observed, followed
by an intense evolution of carbon monoxide.
No evidence of an abundant hydrocarbon r.ass
peak was observed at these higher temperatures. At temperatures below 400°C several
unidentified mass peaks were present which
could be due to outgassing from the silicon
specimen, thr molybdenum electrical contact
spring in the specimen holder, or botn.

The large surface carbon to surface oxygen
ratio observed before heating Is too large
to be due to a simple deposition of carbon
monoxide, although carbon monoxide was the
only carbon containing gas Indicated by the
mass spectrometer, f^ne possibility is that
the carbon monoxide dissociates on the silicon with a loss of oxygen from the surface.
Another Is that the hydrogen which evolved
during the Initial stages of reheating Is
not only the result of thermal desorptlon
from the silicon and/or molybdenum surfaces
but could be due to a cracking of some adsorbed hydrocarbons such as methane, ethane,
ethylene, or even acetylene. Thus, although
the exact gaseous species responsible for
the formation of sillcoi. carbide has not yet
been identified, it does seem clear that the
majority of the carbide comes not from the
bulk of the silicon but Instead Is a reaction product with an as yet unidentified residual gas In the spectrometer.
f.'i. r. Erieksen*, A. n.. llnhnrnm,

Measurements of the silicon surface during
heating indicated large amounts of carbon
and oxygen with some sili'.on (di)oxlde
(Sin,,), figure Ua. Mild heating to 870oC,
figure lib, caused the carbon peaks to decrease. The oxygen signal appeared to increase, presumably because the overburden of
carbon containing material was removed.
Heating the specimen to 930oC, figure lie,
caused a profound change in the spectra.
Most of the oxygen was lost, the silicon
(dl)oxide peak practically disappeared, and
the smaller remaining carbon peak shifted to
higher kinetic energies.
At 960oC, figuie
lid, there appeared a further loss In oxygen, a further shift in the carbon peak to
higher kinetic energies characteristic of
"carbide" carbon (SIC) and the appearance
of a new shoulder on the Si(2p) peak at the
position expected for silicon as silicon
carhU'e <SV'). The specimen was then allowed to cool overnight.
Spectra taken the

T. E. Madey'', and I. T. Yates, Ir.'-O
IIBG Surface F'rocer.ser. and Catalysis 'Vction, Physical Chemistry Division.
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KINETIC ENERGY ltV|

a.

KINETIC ENERGY |iV|

InheateJ specimen.

After heatinf to 870CC.

L.

i
CARBON

CARBON

KINETIC ENERGY ||V|

c.

KINETIC ENERGY ,eV

Alter hoating to (i30oC.

CARBON
OXYGEN

*

is

After tieatinp to 960*C.

'v*^.
^\^

A\

^^N^^ /

^

SLICON

V

«INtTIC ENERGY eV|

KINETIC ENERGY ||V|

e. After cooliiiß to roon tonpomture in
vacuun.

f.

A ter reheating to MO*C,

KINETIC ENERGY |iV|

g.

m

After heating to 1000oC.

rieure 11. Metamorphoses vi c*' > Is, ox/-.on Is. md silicon 2p photoelectron peaks upon
heating. (The energy scale cover;; IM to 072.b eV for the carbon spectrum, 710 to 722.5
eV for the oxygen spectrun, and 1130 to 115b eV for the silic
-;pectrum.)
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6.2.

X-Ray Dose in Electron Beam
Evaporators

Electron beam evaporation of aluminum In
vacuum Is widely used lv\ the metallization
process for fabricating semiconductor devices. Typically, the aluminum, held In a
water cooled crucible. Is melted by an electron beam with a beam energy and beam current of 10 keV and 0.5 A respectively.
The
electron bombardment. In addition to evaporating the aluminum, generates characteristic x-rayc and bremsstrahlung radiation (a
continuous spectrum of photons with energy
0 < E < electron beam energy) at the aluminum su7face. .The wafers being metallized
are also exposed to some of this radiation.

AE

TltOEA )

where I Is the beam current (amperes), t Is
the exposure time (seconds), and RQL) Is
expressed in electron volts. For an exposur • time of 200 s and a b« - n current of
0.5 A, the energy deposited In the wafer is
approximately 0.36 J, The energy deposited
due to the continuous bremsstrahlung radiation Is not Included in this estimate since
precise data are not available for 10 keV
electrons Interacting with thick aluminum
targets; as will be shown later, the bremsstrahlung dose may be of approximately similar magnitude to that of the K radiation.
The energy deposited must be correcteH lor
the shielding effect of the metal filn on
the wafer; as this film becomes thicicer, it
creates a protective shield against the
radiation.

The effect of the low energy radiation produced in the netallization process on the
thermal oxides of MOS devices has been reported [151. MOS transistor threshold voltage shifts of typically several volts were
observed after aluminum evaporation.
These
shifts In thresh Id voltage were then removed by heating the mietallized wafers to
temperatures of M0*C or higher for short
periods of time.
However, a residual effect
which affected the future radiation sensitivity of the device was observed in this
experiment.

A preliminary experiment* to measure the radiation field present during the operation
of an electron beam evaporator was performed
using calcium fluoride thermolumlnescent
dosimeters (TI.Ds), 1/32 in. (0,79 mm) thick
and 1/8 in. (3.2 mm) square. Ten TLDs were
covered with K.apton1^ foils of varying thickness to avoid direct aluminlzation; for the
purpose of this experiment the electron beam
current was reduced to about 25 percent of
the value normally used for metallization.
These measurements yielded an ibsorption
curve showing at least two components of the
radiation field present during metallization
In an electron beam evaporator; a short
range component corresponding to 1.487 keV
aluminum Kr characteristic radiation and a

The purpose of the work reported here was to
examine a measurement technique for determining the magnitude and characteristics of
the radiation impinging on wafers during the
metallization process by electron beam
evaporation.

i

Using published data, an estimate of the
energy deposited during metallization can be
made. The yield, Y, of K x-rays emitted In

long range component corresponding to the
continuous background. The evaporator parameters for this experiment are given In
table 4 and the absorption curve is shown
in figure 12.

the backward direction (laboratory angle
- 180 deg or 120 deg) from aluminum
bombarded by 10 keV electrons impinging normally to the surface (target angle a « 0
deg) is 2.4 * lO-1* photons per steradian*
electron [16]. These x-rays have an energy
10"
J) .
In an elecof 1487 eV (2.382
tron beam evaporator, the solid angle, fi,
subtended >y a 2 inch (5 cm) diameter wafer
Is approximately 10
sr; the exposure time
may vary between 100 and 300 s depending on
the evaporation rate and the thickness of
metal film to be deposited. The energy Al
(loules) deposited in a wafer by the aluminum K x-rays produced in this process (in

This experiment was performed with the assistance of Dr. M. Cl.rlicK, NBC Applied
fadiation r<iv!siO!i, who nu, ; I!-1 th» '. I,Ds
and the moasurinR equipment.
This material io identified in this report in order to specify adequatelv thl
MpCPlMAtal procedure. Such identification does not imply recomnendation or endorsenent by the N'ational Bureau of Standards, nor does it imply that the material
is necessarily the best available for the
rmrpose.

joules) can be calculated from
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Table 4 — Calibration of TLDs using the
Backward Radiation from Thick Aluminum
Target Bombarded by 10 keV Electrons

100

o

U

evaporator

accelerator

Bean energy, keV

10

10

Beam current, A

0.15

2 » 10-c'

Exposure time, s

60

500

eL, deg

120

'80

i. deg

0

0

4.
CO

10 S

»- 0 1 r

0

25

50 -75

100 125 150

KAPTON THICKNESS [/xm|

, sr

Figure 12. Absorption of x-r<r.?. penerated
by bombarding diumir.um with 10-keV electron:

«.a « io-5

TLD reading. .,C

To convert th» TLD readings to absorjed
energy requires a calibration factor.
The
TLDs vere calibrated' using the radiation
emitted at 180 deg when 10 WeV electrons
from the NBS constant potential accelerator
impinged normally (a - 0 deg) on a thick
aluminum target. Using various thicknesses
of Kapton as an absorbei-, an absorption
curve similar to that resulting in the evaporator was measured.
The results are also
shown In figure 12.
The zero-thickness
reading was approximately 4 uC.
From eq (6)
with Y - 2.4 * 10"'' photons per steradian*
electron, the total energy deposited is
2.8 ^J. The calibration constant for the
TLDs Is therefore 0.07 uJ/uC The total
energy deposited in the TLD in the evaporator corresponding to an extrapolated zeroKapton-thickness reading of 135 „C is
9.5 liJ.
If this is converted to the normal
metallization conditions for a 2 In. (5 cm)
wafer, the energy deposited on the wafer
would be 0.02 J. Since this value does not
compare favorably with the previously calculated value of 0.36 J, the discrepancy
must be Investigated. However, either of
the values leads to a large radiation dose
if the energy is uniformly incident on a
film of silicon dioxide 100 nm thick on a
2 in. (5 cm) diameter silicon wafer.
From
cross-section data (17] the fraction of incident energy absorbed in the oxide can be
calculated to be 2.4 percent. Therefore,

135

7.9 < If«
4

the absorbed dose in the oxide is about
1.8 ■ lO"1 J/kg (1.8 « 10' rads(S10, )) for
Incident energy of 0.36 .1 and about
10' .I/kg (10- rads(S10.)) tor Incident energy of 0.02 J. This estimate does not Include the breir.sstrahlun« contribution.
The shielding ?ffect of the deposited aluminum Is rather small for the aluminurr K radiation since a 1 i;m thick aK-minum film
transmits about 96 percent of the incident
1,5 keV photons. The low energy portion of
the bremsstrahlung continuum, however nay be
absorbed by the deposited aluminum. Since
the phcton distribution with energy in the
bremsstrahlung continuum is not known. It is
difficult to assess the dose absorbed in the
oxide. However, it seems likely from the
data obtained in this preliminary experiment
that an additional dose of approximately
similar magnitude to that of the K radiation arises from the bremsstrahlung continuum.
(S. Vayo)

The calilration was performed in collaboration with Dr. C. L. DicV, NBS Applied

• : ;i ition Division,
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resistivity Is less than 1 percent. Both
sheet resistors 3.22 and 3.28 have rectilinear boundaries to facilitate reproduction
by computerized pattern generation.

Sheet Resistors

As part of a study of the structures on test
pattern NBS-3 (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-12, pp.
19-22), an analysis was undertaken of the
four base sheet resistors (devices 1.11,
3.22, 3.28, and 3.30). The analysis Included an intercomparlson of sheet resistance
values which showed that van der Pauw structures [18] whofe active areas differ by
forty times yield values that generally differ by less than 1 percent. In addition,
the width of the base diffusion window as
determined by electrical measurements on van
der I'auw and bridge structures was found to
agrte with measurements made on photomicrograplis. The electrical measurements are
sensitive to width changes that are smaller
than 5 ^ln. (0.12 urn). These measurements
are important In the manufacture of semiconductors because of the significance of control of dimensions In designing and fabtlcating devices.

The sheet resistance was measured by the dc
four-probe method. Current was passed between contacts Ij and Ij, shown In figure
13, and the potential between contacts Vj
and V? was measured by means of a digital
voltmeter with 1 uV resolution. The linearity of the current-voltage characteristics
was studied for various values of current.
It was established that a current of 100 uA
is within the linear range of these resistors and produces a stable, noise-free voltage reading greater than 1 rV. In the case
of van der Pauw structures, an additional
measurement must be made with the contact
positions rotated 90 deg. In every configuration, the current is reversed to confirm
the linearity of the current-voltage relationship. Measurements were made on the
same wafer ab quickly as possible so as to
minimize room temperature drift effects.
For resistors 3.22 and 3.28 measurements

Base sheet resistors were fabricated in nominally 5 ->cm, '.-type (111) silicon substrates on which a 300 nm thick oxide was
grown in steam at 1100oC. Base diffusion
windows were etched In the oxide using a
buffered hydrofluoric acid solution for
3 min. The boron nitride, predeposltlon
base diffusion was at 965°C for 25 min In
dry nitrogen. After a deglaze in 10 percent
hydrofluoric acid solution, the base drivein diffusion was at 1100<'C for 18 mln In wet
oxygen, followed by 40 mln in dry oxygen,
followed by 15 mln in dry nitrogen. After
a subsequent phosphorus emitter diffusion at
lOOO'C for 20 mln and a reoxidatlon at 9250C
for 45 min. followed by contact window opening and aluminum metallization, the base
sheet resistance was about 175 !/D and the
junction depth as measured by the angle lap
and stain method [19] was abru*- 2.1 urn.

-HKC
ll
•—I

I—1

Vi

V2

M

II

12
1

r^
1

3. Bridge structure (3.2e). The centerto-center pad spacing is 6 mil (C.15 rar.).

Line drawings of sheet resistors 3.22 and
3.28 are shown in figure 13. The bridge
structure (3.28) was designed where possible
in accordance with the ASTM standard [20]
which requires that W >^ 31), U > 5W, and
B >_ 2W. In addition, the following are required to minimize lateral diffusion and
over-etch effects: L > 10X , A >^ 5X , and
c

1 ^i*

where X

!

is

the

. .
rt:.oivJnjl van der tauw itructure (3.22).
The center-to-center pad spacinr is I all
(C.20 mm).

Junction depth.

Analysis of the potential distribution in
the van der Pauw structure (3.22) by means
of a conducting paper analog indicated that
It is necessary to have S > 3D and A » S/2
to insure that the error in the calculated

Figure 13. Scaled line drawings of base
sheet resistor structures or te-st pattern
:JES-3 showing critical dimensions.
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were made In room lipht and with grounded
substrates. For resistors 3.11 and 1.30,
measurements «ere made in the dark using
ungrounded substrates. These conditions are
necessary when significant junction leakage
exists as in resistor 3.30 which has a Junction area significantly larger than that of
resistor 3.28. The field plate of resistor
3.11 was shown to have negligible influence
on the measured sheet resistance; it was
permitted to float during the measurements.
For the van der Pauw structure, the shee*resistance was computed from [18]
n V
In 2 1

igCnv)

(7)
VDP

where the voltage current ratio is averaged
for both directions of current and for both
contact orientations.
For the bridge structure the sheet resistance is computed from

(8)
I

where L can be taken equal to the mask dimension I.(mask) because it is not affected
by lateral diffusion or over etching. However although the width W is greater than
the mask dimension:

counts for lateral diffusion [21], W is frequently taken as W(mask).
Sheet resistance values as a function of position across a wafer are shown in figure
14. The sheet resistance values for the
bridge structure were calculated from eq (8)
using the nominal mask dimensions, I W(raask) - 1.5 mil (38 um) and L - i(mask) 6.0 mil (152 urn).
The general shape of all
the curves is the same, but the sheet resistances measured on the three van der Pauw
structures are tightly clustered while the
va ae measured on the bridge structure is
significantly lower.
This result suggests
that the true value of W is significantly
greater than W(mask).

180

(9)

W « W(mask) + iX. + W ,
J
oe

accounts for over etching and aX
oe
J
(with a - 0.3 and X the Junction depth) ac-

In order to test the sensitivity of these
resistors to over etching of the base diffusion window, etch times «c»c ^osen so
Chat one wafer was etched for 3 min, another
wafer for 6 min, and a third wafer for 9
min. The sheet resistance values shown In
figure 15, were computed as before using the
mask dimensions for W and L in computing
sheet resistance from measurements on the
bridge structure.
The results show that the

W + iX,
R (I)

where W

180

160
-600

-200

0

200

>00

600

DISTANCE ACROSS WAFER Imil)

-200 0 200
600
DISTANCE ACROSS WAFER [mill

Kic,ure 15. Sheet resistance as a function
of position ^long the diameter of wafers
etched for different times. (A, n, O: van
der Fauw structure (3.22); A, ■, •: Bridpr
structure (3,28); A, A: 3-min etch; D, ■:
6-min etch; O, •: 1 ■In etch.)

I'ii'urL' i'i. Sheet resistance d:; a fun
I n
of position alom', J wafer dlflMtWi
(vm
der Fauw structures: D, 3.30; O, 3.22; A,
3.11; Bridge structure: A, 3.28.)
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measurements on the bridge structure (3.28)
are sensitive to the time used to etch the
base diffusion windows while the rajasurements on the van der Pauw structure (3.22)
are not.
Equating R^B) and ^(VDP) and combining eqs
(7)-(9), with L = L(mask) leads to

W • L(mask) R (VDP)

- 0

(10)

B
Figure 16, demonstrates the effect of increased etch time on the width of the base
diffusion window as determined from measureroent of R (B) and R (VDP)
The measurements
s
s
were repeatable to within the range covered
by the open circles on the figure.
As an Independent check of the diffusion
window widths calculated from the electrical
measurements, measurements were made directly on photomicrographs of various test
structi es. An optical micruaccpe with a
AOX objective was operated in the Nomarski
differential interference contrast mode.
The magnification as measured on the photomicrogranh was 58?X. From these photomicrographs it was established that test
structure dimensions determined from "like
boundaries" are transferred from photomask

_ 1 70r

5a

:o wafer with a tolerance better than
♦20 liln (tO. 5 um).
Pairs of like boundaries, labeled A and C and D and E in figure 17, are such that the degree of etching
does not affect the distance between such
boundaries. The distance L In eq (10) is
a distance between like boundaries and therefore can be taken directly from the photomask dimensions.
The boundaries between oxide levels had a
finite width as showr. In figure 17.
Since
It was assumed that the edges of the base
diffusion window occurred at the centers of
the appropriate transition regions, the distance between edges B and C corresponds to
the width of the base diffusion window. In
measuring this width, the distance between
edges A and C was taken from the photomask
dimensions. A scale was placed on the
photomicrograph at an angle such that the
distance between A and C was a convenient
multiple of the actual dimension. The distance between C and B could then be read
directly from the scale.
The values obtained arc plotted as open squares in figure
16. The srror bars shown correspond to ontfounh the distance between scale divisions.
Both sets of values are In good agreement
»nd are larger In all cases than W(mask).
These results Illustrate that the electrical
width measurements are sonEltlve to width
changes smaller than 5 M1-I. (0.12 urn).
In
addition they can be maae quickly and at low
cost using available automatic equipment.
Thus, these measurements are Important in
the manufacture of semiconductors because
of their potential use as process control
and device design vehicles.
(M. G. BueMer)

1 65-

I

BASE
DIFFUSION

i

§ 1.60 u.

Ö

i

1 55
-600
-200 0 200
600
DISTANCE ACROSS WAFER |mil|

_

J

OXIDE -i
SILIC0N-

Figure Ui
width of base diffusion window
do measured electrically using eq (10) with
X. = 0.083 mil (2.1 urn) (O) and from pnotoruoro-rapt.^D) dXong the diameter of wafers etched for different times.
(A: 3-min
fetch; k: C-min etch; C: 9-min etch.)

rigure 17. Expanded schematic views of the
bridge sheet resistor structure illustratinc
the measurement of L and W from the photomicrographs.
(The boundaries, shown crosshatched, are exaggerated in width for
clarity.)
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7.2.

Square Array Collector Resistor

Structure 3.17 of test pattern NBS-3 (NES
Spec. Publ. 400-12, pp. 19-22) is a square
four-probe array designed to measure the
resistivity of the undlffused or couec'-or
region of the pattern.
'he probes are narrow pipes of undlffused material surrounded
by a base diffusion of opposite type as
shown In figure 18. Emitter areas are diffused Into each pipe to give a low resistance contact to the collector material.
The measurement consists of passing current
between two adjacent probes, I] and I2, ard
measuring the voltage between the other two
probes, V| and V2. Assuming the substrate
to be seml-lnflnlte In extent, the resistivity ß Is determined from [22]
D "

2ns

*. Photomicrograph. (ttafBifiMtiOA! MWJt.)

V
.. 79, _ V
* ■ 10.726
s Y ,

/2
where s Is the probe spacing, V Is the measured voltage, and 1 Is the current. The
voltage Is measured for both directions of
current and averaged. Also for accurate reFults It Is necessary to rotate the electrl-,
cal connections ninety degrees and average
the two sets.
The pipe regions are protected from the 1 to
2 urn deep base diffusion by squares in the
base mask which are 0.23 mil (6.3 um) on a
side. However, the pipe dimensions are reduced by lateral diffusion of the base, and
the effective cross sectional area of the
pipe Is further reduced by the depletion region arsociated with the base-collector
junction. Thil causes a large voltage drop
along the pipe even at low currents. Above
some current (which depends on resistivity
since both the lateral diffusion and the
depletion width increase with increasing
collector resistivity but can be quite low
because of the large voltage drop) the
emitter-base junction breaks down, the measured voltage saturates, Mi the calculated
resistivity Is below the actual value. For
each wafer, a current large enough to provide a measurable voltage but small enough
to avoid breakdown is chosen on the basis of
preliminary measurements.

b, Photorr.icrcpraph of pipe regior.,
(Magnification: ^675X.)
I
1 COUECTOR REGIOM
JBI EMITTER REGION
ETSD BASE REGION
OXIDE
ALUMINUM
GOLD

-H25/im

The probe spacing used In the calculations
is the center-to-center distance of 2.250 mil
(57.15 urn) between the collector pipes as
taken from the design dlnensions. The four
probe spaclngs were checked by measurements
on a photomicrograph of the base mask and
found equal to the design value within about

c. Schematic cross section, scaled
in horizonval direction only.
Figure 18. Square array collector
resistor structure.
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Table 5 - Coniparison of Resistivity Measured by Square Array Test Structure
__wU^Res,stw^ty Measured by Four-Probe Method Before Processing
Slice No.

Four-Probe1

Square Array

A0.27Ph-l

0.287'0.010

0.276*0.019

-3.83

ALOPh-l

1.013'0.012

1.007-0.030

-0.59

5200

5.34'0.08

5.19-0.12

-2.81

:■

. r ce

1 diff!

in,'.

[(s.juaro Array)/(four-Pro] ■) - i I « loo.

b

0.5 percent. Based on calculations by Ulillr
[22], the orror du^ to finite wafor thickness is less than one percent for the wafers
used which are typically about 10 mil (0.25
mm) thick and have a conducting back side.
Measurciicnts we^e made on thrco ' -type
wafers being used for the reevaluation of
the resistivity-dopant deasity relationship
(sec. 4.4.). Before processing, the resistivity of each wafer was measured along
two perpendicular diameters by the fourprobe method [7] corrected for off-center
position [23]. After the test pattern was
fabricated, resistivity measurements were
made un two or more square-array structures
located near the center of the wafer. The
results are summarized in table 5. The
variability indicated for the four-probe
measurements is the sample standard deviation of the values at the center of the
wafer and at four points 200 mils (5.1 mm)
from the center in each direction. The variability indicated for-the square-array measurements is the sample standard deviation
of measurements made on the st-uccure located nearest to the center of the wafer
and three, four, or one adjacent devices located on perpendicular diameters for wafers
A0.27Ph-l, A1.0Ph-l, or 5200, respectively.
Previous experience with material In this
resistivity range has shown that processing
does not significantly change the resistivit
y(W. P. Thurber,
Y. N, Liu, and H, G. BuehlerO

7.3.

MOS Capacitor Over Collector

Structure 3.8 of test pattern NBS-3 (NBS
Spec. Publ. 400-12, pp. 19-22) Is an MOS
capacitor over the undlffused or collector
region of the wafer. This structure can be
used to measure the dopant density in the
wafer. The structure. Illustrated In figure

19, consists of a central gate electrode,
Bt, 15.0 mil (381 um) in diameter over a
uniform layer of oxide which is typically
0.3 to 0.5 urn thick. A circular emitter
diffusion outside the gate eleccrod,
ovides a heavily doped region of the aame
conductivity type as the collector which
serves together with a metal ring, G3, as
the topside collector contact. Between G,
and G, there is a circular field plate, G2,
4.5 mil (114 um) wide, which is separated
from 0, by 0.5 mil (13 ^m) and extends over
the edge of the emitter ring. A backside
collector contact Is also provided.
Typical use of this structure consists of
measuring the capacitance, C, as a function
of the applied bias voltage, V, on Gj, which
is scanned uniformly from accumulation to
inversion and back. When using a three terminal capacitance bridge, the gate G, is the
HI electrode and either C3 or the backside
contact is the "LO" electrode; if the backside contact is used, G3 is left floating,
and vice-versa. The field plate, G2, is
biased according to the needs of the situation. For an »:-type MOS capacitor, C2 is
usually grounded since the surface is accumulated at zero bias. For a r-type MOS
capacitor it is necessary to bias G2 with
sufficient negative voltage to cause accumulation at the surface. This js illustrated
in figure 20 „hich shows C-V characteristics
for a ;-type MOS capacitor under different
bias conditions on G2.
At a bias on G; more negative than the flatband voltage, V,, (-18 V in this case), the
tb
true high frequency C-V characteristic is
obtained as illustrated by the curve labeled
V
C2 ' "20 V in the fi8ure. From this curve,
it is possible to derive the dopant density
within a depletion depth of the surface of
the collector regio.1 by means of the usual
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t. Schematic cross section, scaled in
horizontal directicn onlv.
:
iv-ure 19.
structure.

a.

Photomicrograph.

C
inax " Cmin
pp. 37-38).

method

(NBS

(Magnification: 'VMX.)
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P

-

If the rate of scanning V
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7.4.

l- 400-4,

From this curve , the dopant density characterlstlc of the bulk of the undlffused col1
.ector region c an be determined by means of
the dynamic MOS C-V method (sec. 4.2.).
(P Y. Kovama and ;•'.. ii. Buehler)
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Base-Collector Diode

Structure 3.10 of test pattern NBS-3 (NBS
Spec. Publ. 400-12, pp. 19-22) is a basecollector diode from which the dopant density in the undiffused or collector region
of the pattern can be measured by the junction C-V method. The structure, which is
illustrated in figure 21, consists of a
17.0 mil (432 iim) diameter diffused base
region of conductivity type opposite to that
->,of the collector to for
junction.
The junction depth is typically l ,.m.
Contact to the diffused region is made by
means of an aluminum ring and disc configuration evaporated into windows cut in the oxide. Contact to the collector region Is made
either by means of a doped gold layer alloyed
to the backside of the wafer or an emitter
ring diffusion on the topside of the wafer.
The emitter ring, which is of the same conductivity typ^' as the collector, also serves
to limit the formation of surface channels
outside the active region of the structure.
Between the base diffusion and the emitter
ring there is a circular aluminum electrode
(gate) over the oxide to control the surface
near the junction (NBS Tech. Note 788, pp.
9-11).

is increased so

that It is high enough to prevent minority
carrier equlllb rium, the deep depletion
characteristic (CD in fig. 20) Is obtained.

1.0

MOS capacitor ever collector

20

V61 (volts)

When capacitance-voltage (C-V) measurements
are being made, the device is connected in
the manner shown In figure 21b.
Ihe gate Is
held at ac ground and biased by a low
impedance voltage supply at some suitable
voltage such as the flat band voltage. The
10 VSi series resistor serves to limit the
current in event the gate Is shorted to the
collector. Bias Is applied to the p-H junc-

figure 20. Typical high-frequency
capacitance-voltage characteristics of i
p-type silicon MOS capacitor showing the
effect of surface inversion around the
periphery t?«- = +20 V), the true equilibrium characteristic (V
= -20 V), and
a non-equilibrium, deep depletion characteristic (cD).
(C = 12.4 pF,
o
fb
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tlon th/ough the capacitance meter. The
10 hfl series resistor serves to limit the
junction current when breakdown occurs. The
capacitance is read using a digital voltmeter connected to the analog output of the
meter. A second digital voltmeter is used
to read the junction bias voltage. A dopant
density profile Is then calculated from the
C-V data using a BASIC computer program
which Includes appropriate corrections for
peripheral effects and for back uepletlon
into the diffused layer [24].
fP. L. "attis and N. G. Buehler)

7.5.

Wien the CCD is operated as a capacitor, the
capacitance is measured between the phase
three electrodes, connected to the aluminum
Interconnect, and the substrate.
The equivalent circuit model for this configuration
consists of the following five capacitors
connected In parallel*
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Thin oxide/;- substrate
Thick oxlde/r" substrate
Thin oxlde/r+ channel stop diffusion
Thick oxlde/p+ channel stop diffusion
Thick oxide/»?* interconnect diffusion

These capacitors can be identified in the
cross sectional view through a phase three
electrode shown in figure 22.

Charge-Coupled Device Test Pattern

This study was undertaken to investigate the
applicability of the charge-coupled device
(CCD) as a test structure for use in semiconductor process control. Before the CCD
is cor.sidered for use as a process control
tool, tae parameters measured from the CCD
must be rorrelated with those measured by
other, berter known, devices such as MOS
capacitors and MOS transistors. During this
quarter a model was developed for the CCD
operating as an MOS capacitor ana comparisons of characteristics derived from measurements on a CCD were made with characteristics derived from measurements on MOS
capacitors and MOS transistors fabricated
on the same wafer (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-8,
pp. 26-27).

The MOS capacitors formed over the ; " substrates are voltage sensitive, but those
formed over the r* and li* diffusions are
assumed to be Insensitive to voltage and
have capacitance values taken as the oxide
capacitance.
It should be noted that the
MOS capacitor formed over p" substrates Includes the capacitance contributed by the
bonding pad.
Because the n* phase one and
phase two interconnect diffusions are
grounded (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-12, pp. 22-23),
the capacitance associated with these capacitors Is eliminated from the measurement.
The CCD can also be operated as a capacitor
by using the Input gate electrode.
In this
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configuration, the model must include the
first four capacitors listed above, but the
areas of each are different.

capacitance values for two equations containing the two unknown oxide thicknesses. To
determine the r~ substrate density the CCD
was connected as an MOS capacitor biased into
inversion.
Care was taken to apply enough
bias so that both thin and thick MOS capacitors were inverted. To obtain the thin oxide inversion capacitance, the three other
capacitances described above were subtracted
from the measured inversion capacitance using
the appropriate areas and oxide thicknesses.
The substrate dopant density was determined
using the thin oxide capacitance, the thin
oxide inversion capacitance, and the strong
inversion approximation (which states that
the onset of inversion occurs when the surface potential is twice the difference between the bulk and intrinsic Fermi potentials.)

The analysis of the MOS capacitance-voltage
characteristics of the CCD (NBS Spec. Publ.
400-12, pp. 23-24) using the above equivalent circuit model involves evaluating the
area of the m-jtallization over each region,
the thickness of the thin and thick oxides,
and the p~ substrate dopant density.
The
area of the metallization over each region
was determined from the artwork supplied to
the photomask manufacturer; the procedure
ignores lateral diffusion and over-etch
effects (sec. 7.1.). The area calculated
for each of the capacitors identified above
is given in table 6 along with the areas of
the two MOS capacitors which were used in
the subsequent correlation studies.

The results of these measurements on one 32blt circular CCD (device 2) on wafer 1 are
summarized in table 7.
For comparison, average values of dopant density and oxide
thickness obtained from measurements on
about 15 thin oxide MOS capacitors (device

Thr: two oxide thicknesses were determined
fi.om two capacitance measurements on the CCD
in the accumulation region, one using the
phase three electrodes and the second using
the input gate. These measurements provide

Table 6 - Metallization Area
Device
Device Number

MOSCAP
21

MOSCAP
15

CCD (PHASE 3)
2

CH? (INPUT GATE)
2

Thin Oxide p-

—

6.59 « IQ-14 cm2

7.39 * lO"5 cm2

2.42 * IG"6 cm2
2.09 » ]0'u

Thick Oxide jpr 2.06 n TO"3 cm2

—

2.90 » ]0'k

Thin Oxide p*

—

—

2.44 * 10"b

Thick Oxide p+

—

—

l.fS * KT*1

Thick Oxide n+

—

—

6.33 M 10"5
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13) and thick oxide MOS capacitors (device
21) on wafer I are also listed In the table.

mobilities. For the MOS transistor, the
channel mobilities In both the linear and
saturation regions were calculated from the
appropriate equations; the oxide thickness
was assumed as the value found from measurements on the MOS capacitor (device 13) on
wafer 1, and the W/L ratio was calculated
from the photomask dimensions with t, reduced by 2 um and W Increased by 2 ym to
allow for lateral diffusion (end effects
were Ignored).

Threshold voltages and channel mobilities
were determined from measurements on a 32blt circular CCD (device 2) (on wafer 3) operated as an MOS transistor and correlated
with similar quantities determined from measurements on an MOS field effect transistor
(device 26) on the same wafer. The operation of the 32-bli circular CCD as an MOS
transistor consists of holding all electrodes and the output gate at a dc potential
(45 to 50 V) and stepping the Input gate (1
to 10 V).
Oscilloscope traces were obtained
by this method and parameters determined In
the linear and saturation regions using the
mathematical relations presented previously
(NBS Spec. Publ. 400-12, pp. 23, 25).

The W/L ratio for the CCD was obtained using
the channel mobility of the MOS transistor
operating in the linear region and the oxide
thickness determined from measurements on
the CCD connected as w AOS capacitor. Tills
ratio was found to be close to the design
value of about 0.01. This value of W/L and
the same value of oxide thickness were used
to calculate the channel mobility for the
drain current in the saturation region.
(I. Lapnado''! and N, G. Euehler)

The results of this analysis are shown In
table 8 where the arrows Indicate how results were combined to obtain the channe

Naval Klectronics Laboratory Center, San
Diep.o, California. Work conducted under
HBS Order No. 502U98.
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8.1.

Automated Photomask Inspection

Detailed analyses were begun of the stateof-the-art technologies previously Identified (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-4, pp. 49-50) as
applicable to automated photomask inspection. The objects of these analyses are to
assess the soundness of the physical principles on which a specific technology is
based, to identify the limitations of »uch
technology in the ability to detect photc
mask defects and the time required to do
this, and to identify areas where improvements could be made.
The smallest visual defect dimension to be
detected was chosen to be 2 ym. This dimension was chosen since defects of this size
or larger may be expected to print on a
wafer while smaller defects generally will
not print [25].
The precision of registration of successive photomask functional patterns was chosen to be i0.25 ym or less
which is the registration criterion that is
now widely used in the industry [26].
Both
surface Imperfections and surface flatness
were considered in assessing the applicability of a technology to photoplate inspection.

the correct pattern that 1« •tor««! in a
computer memory. Thl« technology has its
primary application in visual defect detection.
It may be applied to regiatration
inspection if the position of the stage Is
known to sufficient accuracy which Involves
the use of either a linear encoder or a
laser Interferometrically controlled stage.
A schematic diagram of this system Is shown
In figure 23.
The required resolution of the microscope
objective is determined by the smallest dimension, I, of the defect that is to be detected. This resolution determines the minimum value of the numerical aperture, N*^«
of the objective:

NA

min

1.2) M

where X is the wavelength of the light used
to view the image. This equation is based
on the criterion that the light Intensity be
zero between the nearest two points to be
resolved [27]. For a 2 um defect criterion
and X ■ 0.55 um, a numerical aperture of
0.33 or larger is required.
The magnification of t*ie microscope objective, M . ,, may be selecceJ from a host of
obj
commercially available objectives provided
the numerical aperture criterion is satisfied. Another critical factor is the field
of view of the objective because it is this
that determines in part how fast the mask
may be inspected. An objective with a higher magnification produces a larger image at

The first technology analyzed consisted of
a system which employs a TV camera tube to
view the array of patterns through a microscope.
The photomask is on « movable stage
which is stepped across the field of view of
the microscope.
The photomask pattern Information Is Imaged on the tube target, digitized, and compared with data representing

1
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Block diagram of TV/microscope automatic mask inspection system.
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the expen«e of reducing the size of the
field of view.
An image of the patterned mask is projected
onto the tube target through the microscope.
To utilize the tube efficiently the projected image must fill the target area which is
usually square or rectangular. Consequently,
the smaller target dimension, t; the side,
s, of the square inscribed in the circular
field of view of the microscope objective;
and the total optical magnification of the
are related by
microscope, M
tot'

tot

- t/s

The smallest image dimension that must be
resolved by the tube, Rr, is the product of
the smallest defect dimension, l( times the
total optical magnification:
r

tot

The minimum number of scanned lines per
millimeter, I, is the reciprocal of this
product. Calculated values for comparison
of these parameters are given in table 9
for 20 by 20 mm target and selected values
of I and M ... For these calculations \
obj
was chosen as 0.55 urn, and the values of s
were calculated assuming fields of view of
typical microscope objectives (27).
The resolution of the TV tube and its modes
of operation are dependent on the tube design and construction. Both vidicoj. and
image dissector tubes are compatible with
this technology and each offers different
advantages.

The target of the vidicon tube is coated
with a photoconductive coating such as antimony trisulfide or lead oxide. This target
is given a uniform negative charge by sweeping an electron beam across it; when a light
image is projected on the target, the target
coating discharge is.proportional to the
light intensity. This charge pattern is retained on the target; a sweeping electron
beam recharges the screen. The beam current
necessary to recharge an area of the screen
and the coordinates of the recharged area
provide data that are digitized and read
into a computer.
In this image data gathering process the charge pattern is erased.
Before data on a new target image can be
taken, it is necessary for the target to be
uniformly charged. Consequently, the entire
target area -nust be swept a second time by
the electron beam before a new image is projected on it. The tube cycle time is the
sum of the time necessary to read the charge
pattern information and the time necessary
to completely erase t" I previous image. One
property of the vidiccn is that the target
charge pattern remains after the target illumination ceases. Thus, stroboscopic techniques may be used with this tube.
The image dissector tube target is coated
with a photocathodc material, generally some
combination of sodium, potassium, cesium,
and antimony. When a spot of light strikes
the target, electrons are released and are
focused onto an anode plate containing an
aperture. A deflection field is applied,
and photoelectrons from various areas are
selectively made to pass through this aperture. The current passing through this
aperture is amplified and recorded as a
function of the location of the emitting

Table 9 - Critical Parameters for TV/Microscope Mask Inspection
Systems with a 20 by 20 tm Image Tube Target
;

M

S, mm

M

tot

f., mm"1

N'Vnin

2

0.33

10X

0.8

25X

50

20

4

0.16

10X

0.8

25X

100

10

2

0.33

5X

1.6

12.5X

25

40

4

0.16

5X

1.6

12.5X

50

20

obj
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tars^t. area by a computer. Unlike the vldic-iu this tube has no Image storage capability and the Image disappears Immediately
when the target illumination ceases. Consequent Iv. although stroboscoplc techniques
cannot be used with this tube, It Is not regimented by a raster-scan mode. The flexibility this tube offers Is a random-access
scanning capability that can be Interfaced
with a computer programmed to recognize particular features In a scan and analyze automatically these features In greatc- detail
[28].
Electronic zoom Is also possible with
this tube by changing the scan amplitude or
frequency.
Image dissector tube are available with a matrix of 2000 by 2000 resolvable points that are scanned at the rate of
0.5 microseconds per point or 2 seconds per
complete target scan. These tubes are not
used In conventional raster-scanned TV
applications because of their Illumination
requirements which are ID3 to 106 times
greater than vldlcons.
The rate at which the Image Information can
be read from these targets is a function of
the time required to scan the target. The
standard (U.S.) television picture contains
a nominal 525 lines which are scanned 30
times a second. The advantage of using this
,.:an rate is the economics of system construction; there U a myriad of commercial
electronic equipment that is designed to operate at this scanning rate. The use of a
different scanning rate or a different number of scanning lines is possible, but may
involve the design and construction of special equipment.
The resolution of the TV tube is a function
of the target coating, the spot size of the
scanning beam for a vidicon or aperture size
for image dissector, and the number of scan
lines. The size of the scanning spot or aperture is a major factor in the ability to
read the detail in the carget image. Any
defect smaller than the spot is read as if
it were spread over the same area as the
spot, with correspondingly less intensity.
If two defects in the target image are separated by a distance of one spot diameter or
less the tube signal may not drop below the
threshold between the spots and they may not
be recognized as separate.

525 lines, the spot size or tube resolution.
R , is given by
Rt - H/525 ,
where H is the dimension of the target in
the direction perpendicular to the scan.
The value of R must be equal to or less
than R .
I
Scanning the mask on a stage through successive fields of view under a microscope Is
accomplished most rapidly by accelerating
the stage through a distance approximately
one half the edge dimension of the field of
view and decelerating the stage through the
remaining distance to the next field of view
so that it stops precisely positioned. The
stage may be designed so that the natural
frequency of the table moving as a rigid
body on its ways as a result of elastic deformation is tuned to the applied torque of
the motor and time of traverse [29]. When
this tuning is accomplished the stage vibration is negligible when the table stops
[29, 30].
The time required to inspect the mask is
the complete cycle time multiplied by the
number, N, of fields of view.
The complete
cycle time is the sum of the time it takes
the stage to index to the next field of view
and the tube cycle time, if these steps are
done sequentially. A comparison is given in
table 10 of the times required to scan a 3
by 3 in. (76 by 76 mm) field with a vidicon
cube with a 10 by 10 mm target area and with
an image dissector tube with a 25 by 25 mm
target area.
In making the calculations it
was assumed that rhe optical magnification
was 25X, that the stage acceleration was
4.9 m/s2, and that the distances for acceleration and deceleration were equal.
The shorter of the times shown in table 10
is too long compared to the representative
time of about 10 min which is typically allowed for an inspector to inspect the same
mask [26]. However, it should be noted that
an inspector only partially inspects the
mask and relies on sampling statistics for
quality control. The automatic inspection
system does a 100 percent pattern inspection
on all of the arrays in the mask.

A criterion for defect detection is that the
spacing between successively scanned lines
be equal to or smaller than the tube image
of tht smallest defect to be detected. This
spacing can be equated to the spot size.
Since the entire target area is scanned in

Equipment has been constructed using this
technology and a vidicon tube capable of
counting pinholes and spots In masks which
have device geometries with 2.5 urn linewidths [31, 32]. The combined optical and
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Table 10 - Scan Times for Two State-of-the Art
TV/Microscope Mask Inspection Systems
Tube

s, mm

Vidicon

0.4

Image
Dissector

1.0

Index
time, ms

Erase
time, ms

33

18

33

2000

30

0

Scan
time, ms

N

Inspection
time, min

04

35000

49

2030

5600

190

Total cycle
time, ms

be very expensive. This tube would scan a
single field of view in 1/16 of the time
now required. This would decrease the total
inspection time per mask to less than 12
min.
The inspection time could be reduced
further by exploiting the random scanning
capability and the programmable features of
the image dissector tube to examine only
the critical portions of the patterns on the
mask.
These features also would enable detailed examination of defects as they are
scanned which is necessary for defect identification, but this is done by sacrificing
inspection speed. These operations are
normally not possible with a vidicon.

electronic magnification Is 25nX with a 10X
objective.
The plnhole and spot counter operates with a fixed field of view which requires that the stage holding the mask be
Indexed in fixed increments. The equipment
is capable of inspecting masks for wafer
sizes up to 2 in. (5 cm) in diameter.
In
operation defects are counted as many times
as they are intercepted by the TV camera
scan line. The size o" the .smallest defect
counted is a function of the smallest mask
geometry.
The electronics were designed so
that defects are counted which are approximately 80 percent or more of the size of
the smallest line width on the mask. A
complete indexing cycle occurs every 8/30 s.
The indexing cycle consists of 1/30 for information reading, 3/30 s for indexing and
4/30 s for complete tube erasure.

For this system to operate using either a
vidicon or an image dissector tube, the
signal change on going from a transparent
to opaque area must be sufficient that an
electronic threshold setting can distinguish
between them. This places restrictions on
both the signal-to-noise ratio of the TV
tube and on the resultant modulation transfer function (MTF) of the microscope and TV
tube.
If the resultant MTF is too low the
system can not distinguish between the clear
and opaque areas and an erroneously low defect count may result.
If the slgnal-tonolse ratio is not sufficiently low an erroneously high defect count may result.

With such a system, a 100-percent inspection
of a 3 by 3 in. (76 by 76 mm) mask with a
field of view of 0.8 by 0.8 mm would require
about 39 min. This time c^uld be shortened
to about U min by performing the stage indexing and erasure simultaneously in 1/30 s.
This would require the use of a stroboscoplc
technique because the vidicon target could
not be illuminated during stage indexing.
Thus, the field of view could be illuminated
for 10 us or less with a strobe and stage
indexing could be done during the Information read out-erasure process. These modifications are within the current state-ofthe-art using vidicons with more sensitive
target coatings and stages that can operate
and index to the required accuracy at accelerations of about 10 m/s7 [30].

The application of this technology to registration and critical dimension measurements
is possible in principle. The location of
a line edge to a precision of 0.25 um increases the resolution requirements of the
tube and optics. This can be accomplished
by using greater optical magnifications and
numerical apertures, and a larger number of
scan lines on the tube target. Much more
stringent requirements are also placed on
knowing the precise location of the stage.
The stage location can be monitored with

The speed of the system using an image dissector tube can also be improved,
tn principle, it is possible to construct a dissector tube using a A by 4 matrix of apertures,
although construction of such a tube would
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The pattern Is fabricated in a film of
(.-hromlum or iron oxide on a 6.A mm thick,
optically flat glass substrate coated with
a thin layer of tin oxide, or other transparent, conductive material. This coating
is provided in order to perrit the artifact
to be imaged both in the optical microscope
using transmitted light and in the SEM.
The flatness tolerance of the glass (X/10 for
for \ ■ 500 nm) is required in order that
the height variation of the artifact does
not cau^e magnification changes when the
artifact is used in the SEM. The pattern includes two narrow lines which are nominally
2 Mm in width and separated by about 30 ym.
Adjacent to these lines are 3 opaque bars,
nominilly 1 pm, and 10 um in wxUth in a
cleai field. Nearby is an opaque field In
which there are 3 clear lines of the :ame
nominal widths as the opaque bars. Additional similar patterns containing two,
three, and four bars and openings of each
width spaced bv a distance nominally equal
to the line width are also included in the
pattern.
The spacing betwein the two narrow lines can
be measured to an accuracy of about i0.02 urn
by the existing NBS line standard interferometer [33]. The opaque bars on a clear
background and the reversed condition of
clear bars on an opaque background simulate
the two conditions of contrast typically encountered in chromium and emulsion photomasks. The nominal widths of these bars
were chosen to span the measurement range
of interest. The multiple patterns simulate
patterns found in integrated circuit masks
and can be used to study the effects of adjacent bars and spaces on the measurement.

The width of a chromium line on a glass substrate was measured using both filar and
Image shearing eyepieces. Both bright field
and dark field reflected 486 nm Illumination were used. The mean values obtained
for 20 measurements on the line, which was
nominally .2 ym wide, under each of the
above conditions are listed In table 11.

Table 11 —Cor:,arative Measurements of the
Width of a Chromium Line on ßlass
Eyepiece

Illumination
Bright Field
Dark Field

Filar

11.76 um

11.06 um

Image Shearing

11.87 ym

11.83 um

The sample standard deviation In each case
was about 0.08 urn. The difference between
the widths measured using the filar and
image shearing eyepieces with bright field
Illumination Is less than two sample standard deviations while the difference measured with dark field Illumination Is
greater than ; ' .-»e sample standard deviations.
Tf the orlght field and dark field
measurements are compared for the same type
of eyepiece, a significant difference occurs for the filar eyepiece. No explanation for this phenomenon has been formulated, but these discrepancies represent typical measurement discrepancies currently
found for this size pattern In the photomask and Integrated circuit Industries.
i.V. W. Rosberryt,
J. M. Jerket, and D. E. Novotny)

In use It is intended that the line widths
on this artifact be calibrated by accurately detecting the lini edges In an SEM and
using an in situ laser Interferometer to
measure the line widths. A serrated edge
Is provided at the edge of the opaque 'leid
to assist In locating the position at which
the line-width measurement Is actually made
to allow for accurate calibration even If
the bars or openings vary In width along
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their length. Once calibrated, the artifact can be user to calibrate a measuring
system based on an optical microscope such
as a filar eyepiece or an image shearing
eyepiece.
(J. M. Jerket and D. B. Novotny)
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EPITAXIAL
9.1.

LAYER

Transient Capacitanc1: Methods

Ai. analysis was performed to study the limita'ions of the ramp-voltage and steprelaxation methods for measuring epitaxial
layer thickness (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-A, pp.
51-53).
Both of these methods utilize the
transient japacif.ance of a metal-oxldesemlconductor (MOS) capacitor or a metalphotoreslst-semicon uctor (M(PR)S) capacitor
(NBS Spec. Publ. 400-12, p. 26). Potential
limitations arise for three reasons:
(1)
voltage breakdown may occur when the edge of
the depletion region Is In the epitaxial
layer, (2) the steady-state depletion width
in Inversion may be greater than the layer
thickness, and (3) the carrier lifetime in
the depletion region may be so short that no
transient can be observed.
In discussing
these limitations it is necessary to ask not
only whether a real thickness measurement
can be made but also to Inquire under what
circumstances an apparent measurement might
be mistaken for a real thickness measurement.
It is assumed that the voltage available to
bias the capacitor is sufficient to drive
the depletion region into the substrate.

Illustrated in figure 27, the slope discontinuity can still be observed and the measurement made by both methods; In the rampvoltage method there Is a finite slope between C and C , but the capacitance is
constant after breakdown occurs.
In case J,
illustrated in figure 28, measurement is not
possible because the capacitance C is not
reached.
This condition can be Identified
by the flcit response immediately following
the slopt discontinuity in the ramp-voltage
method (fig. 28a) and by the absence of a
slope discontinuity IK iween the minimum and
Co, in the step relaxation transient (fig.
28b). Measurements of the step response of
a specimen were made under conditions which
appear to correspond to case 2.
In these
Instances there appeared to be a transition
from the ideal case to case 2 as the voltage
in inversion was made more negative. Case 3
was simulated using an MOS capacitor fabricated on a bulk >!-type silicon slice having
a nominal 0.1 ii»cm resistivity.
Response
curves similar to those in figure 28 were observed in this experimen:.
Consider now case 4 In which the steady state
depletion width exceeds the epitaxial layer
thickness. This case occurs if the dopant
density is sufficiently low that the depletion region extends Into the substrate.
If
the dopant densiry in the substrate is very
large, the depletion region can penetrate
only a very small distance into the substrate
so that C^ : C .
However, if the dopant

The ideal capacitance-time characteristics
(case 1) for the ramp-voltage and steprelaxation methods are Illustrated in figure
26.
In the figure, C is the steady-state
capacitance in accumulation (the oxide capacitance, C Is the stoady-state capacitancu .n inversion, C
is the capacitance
when the depletion edge Is at the layersubstrate interface, (the value used to calculate the epitaxial layer thickness), C
■
Is the capacitance which corresponds to the
maximum applied bias voltage (deep depletion
region), and C
is the capacitance whuh

dem ity in the substrate is not very large,
the depletion region may penetrate an appreciable distance and C < C . The transient
in the ramp-voltage method is not affected
by the posiLion of the depletion edge; the
slope discontinuity at C occurs whether

corresponds to the breakdown voltage. The
voltage step In the stfp-relaxation method
Is applied at a time, tu.
Note that for
both methods a discontinuity in the slope of
the C-t curves occurs at C = C and that
l
C<C <C <C .
BV ra t «>

C >C

or C <C
However, as shown In figure
t •
29, the step-relaxation transient exhibits
no slope discontinuity between the minimum
and C . Although C ^ C in most wafers of
t

■

practical interest. It is not possible to
distinguish the occurrence of case 4 unambiguously from the occurrence of case 3
when using ehe step-relaxation method.
Therefore this method is not recoranended for
use when no slope discontinuity is observed.

First consider the effects of voltage breakdown under two conditions which might occur:
case 2, in which breakdown occurs after the
depletion edge has gone beyond the layersubstrate interface but before the maximum
bias voltage is reached (C <C0„<C ), and
m BV t
case 3, In which breakdown occurs before the
depletion edge has reached the layersubstrate interface (Ct<CBV).
In case 2,

The question of measurablllty of a particular
specimen can be resolved readily with the
help of figure 30 if one has or can assume
some prior knowledge of layer resistivity
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Figure 26.
Ideal capacitancetine characteristics for an
MOS capacitor on a thin
•?rilaxial layer.

t

Step-relaxation method.
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Ct
CBV

o
a.

v

=u

0 t,

t

igure 27,
Capacitance-time
c laracteristics for an MOS capacitor on a t:.i" epitaxial
layer when voltage breakdown
occurs at voltages less than
the maximum applied bias voltage but greater than the bias
/oitage whici. corresponds to
the depletion ;dge at the
layer-substrati; interface.

t

Sten-relaxation method,

Pamp-vol^ape method.

c
Co

CBV

Ct

o
a.

t

Ramp-voltage method.

E

ir
t

0 *©
b.

rigu 'e 28,
Capacitance-time
characteristics for an MOS capacitor on a thin epitaxial
layer when voltage breakdown
occurs at voltages lowrr than
the bias voltage whi>:h correspon^"5 to the depiction edge at
the layer substrate interface.

Step-relaxation method.

c>f

Ct
•BV "Cm
0

ti

Figure 29, Step-relaxation capacitancetime characteristic for an KOS capacitor
on a thin epitaxial layer when the steady
state depletion width equals or exceeds
the layer thickness.

and thickness. This knowledge can be very
approximate and atlll be useful.
In figure
30, breakdown normally occurs In the layer
in those specimens whose dopant density and
lover 'hlckness are such that they can be

represented by a point above the solid line
[34],
Such specimens cannot be measured by
either method. The broken line In figure 30
represents the case vhere the layer thickness
Is equal to the steady state depletion width
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In some cases, cooling the specimen can slow
the response time to the extent that the capacitance transient can be observed (UBS
Spec. Publ. 400-4, pp. 51-53) [36]. However,
It appears most likely that the measurement
1B not possible when the lifetime Is so
short that no transient response can be observed.
The effect of lifetime does not
appear in figure 30,

i i imin

The results of the analysis are sumnartzed
In table 12. Several words of caution need
to be added. First, for lower ciopant densities, breakdown may occur at shallower
depths than indicated by the solid line in
figure 30 because of peripheral breakdown
effects [37]. Second, the step response of
bulk specimens may exhibit significant
changes in slope during the course of the
transient, but these are generally different from the distinct break which occurs at
a layer-substrate interface. Third, the
methods presented depend on the response
curves having a finite slope in the substrate in the absence of breakdown. Wore
heavily doped substrates tend to have flatter response curves which may make it difficult to distinguish between slope discontinuities at C and C
However, even
t
BV

soi

x

JJ-LI

001

J_LU

10"

10"

.' I illllil

10"

I I IN

K)'1

10"

DOPANT DENSITY lern ' I
Figure 30. Plot of epitaxial layer thickners
and dopant density showing regions where
thickness can be measured by both the rampvol'.age and step-relaxation methods (A), by
only the ramp-voltage method (B), and by
neither of these methods (C).
(O: measured
specimens.)
so that C -C
density nad
they can be
broken line
measured by

[35].

Specimens whose dopant

layer thickness are sucli that
represented by a point below the
fall'ln case 4 and should not be
the step-relaxation method.

for very heavy doping, sidewall spreading
of the depletion layer should cause the
slope to be finite. Fourth, the analysis,
although carefully considered, has been
only partially substantiated by experimental data. The specimens for which data
have previously been reported (NBS Spec.
Publ. 440-4, pp. 51-53) are shown as plotted points on figure 30.
Note that they
all correspond to the ideal case which is
the most easily measured.
(R. L. Mattis and M. G. Buehler)

Whether carrier lifetime presents a limitation depends largely on the response time of
the Instrumentation being used to make the
measurement. When the carrier lifetime is
very short, the capacitance transient is
very fast r . that only the steady-state r.apacitar.ce-voltage curve can be observed.

Table 12 - Summary of Analysis of Limitations of Transient Capacitance
Methods for Measuring Epitaxial Layer Thickness
Breakdown
Condition

Case

1

C

BvVCt

2

C

3

C <C

4
J

BV<Ct

BV<C»'

Measurement
Possible By

C ■ >C.t

Long Lifetime

Either Method

C >C.

Long Lifetime

Either Method

c >c.

Long Lifetime

Neither Method

c M<ct

Long Lifetime

Ramp-Voltage Method

any

Short Lifetime

Neither Method

■

C <C

m

Lifetime
Condition

■

t bV

C

Depletion
Condition

»

any

t

t
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Flying-Spot Scanner

A fi D

T F S T

electronically summed to present a composite response map on the display screen.
In
addition, a high-Impedance specimen probe
was designed and added to the system to
couple the scanner to NOS circuits.
It
features an Input impedance of 22 H'. In
shunt with a 3.1 pK capacitance, and It is
both direct-coupled and wide-band In consonance with the amplifiers which follow It.

Additional modifications were made to the
optical flying-spot scanner to enhance Its
usefulness. Additions and changes to the
optical system are Illustrated In figure 31.
The original laser (NBS Spec, Publ. 400-8,
pp. 34-36) Is now used on'.y for 1.15 urn service, and an additional laser, shown on the
left, has been added for dedicated 0.633 urn
ope-ation. Scanning Is shifted between
these two wavelengths by moving mirror M3
which is mounted on a slide. As shown In
the figure,- M3 blocks the beam from the
1.15 pm laser and inserts the 0.633 um beam
into the light path between the fixed mirror
M2 and the first scanning mirror V; for 1,15
urn operation, M3 is withdrawn from the light
path to the dotted position in the figure.
In addition, a half-wave plate has been
added to the light path of the 1,15 um beam
to allow the polarization plane of the radiation to be rotated and the intensity of the
reflected-light signal to be adjusted.

Attempts to var y the light from the 0.633 urn
laser by modula ting the 1, scr tube current
were successful , and a modulator was constructed whlcl yields a 10 percent or greater modulation o f the light for frequencies
between dc and 100 kHz.
This is expected to
enable the inst rument to perform stroboscopic scanning mea surements on integrated clrcults to follow the Internal information
flow, and locat • defects which Impede thi..
flow.
Several Integrated circuits were observed
with the scanner In order to gain further
information regarding Its operation. Most
o*" the observations were made using only
the two supply bus contacts; the displayscreen signal was obtained by sensing, via
a resistor, changes in the bus current.
Tills signal was combined with the one from
the reflected-light circuit to produce on
the screen the electrical response of the
Integrated circuit superimposed 0.1 a map of
the surface metallization.

The video amplifiers between the scanned
specimen and the display screen were replaced by custom designed direct-coupled
amplifiers when it was discovered that under
certain conditions the former oscillated and
produced harmonics at frequencies close to
the laser-mode-beat frequencies and so obscured these high-frequency measurements.
As an additional benefit, the present circuit permits one to obtain the response of
the specimen to laser-mode-beat modulated
light (NBS Spec, Publ, 400-12, p, 27) simultaneously with the response to unmodulated light. The id two responses may be

One of the circuits studied was a bipolar,
junction-isolated, two-input, NA.VD gate
(7438). The electrical response of the circuit to the scanning light spot arises in

*NAlYZEIli,_5

PHOTOCELL

REFLECTED LICHT SIGNAL
DISPL»r SCREEN

r

^iire 31. Pictoi .'.JJ. ülkgTM ot Ught ana sigri. ."
1 . B ->i: dual-1-iser flvintr-spot scanner.
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WAFER INSPECTION AND TEST

the following way: current injected into
the base of a transistor, whether injected
across a junction or photogenerated within
the base region, is amplified by the transistor If the transistor is biased appropriately. This amplified current is taken
from the supply bus. Thus, transistors operating in the active region, in which there
is significant small signal current gain,
are readily identified as they ihow a large
photoresponse to 0.633 um light and consequently produce an image on the display
screen. Changing the state of the NAND circuit yields a new map of the active elements.
The 0.633 um radiation penetrates silicon
to a depth of only 1 or 2 um at room temperature, but the 1.15 um light penetrates
quite deeply; the silicon is almost transparent at the latter wavelength. As isolation diffusions in integrated circuits
are commonly much deeper than a few micrometers, they are not seen on the monitor
screen as readily using 0.633 um light as
the active regions of the transistor which
generally are within a few micrometers of
the surface. However, the isolation diffusions of the NAND gate were easily displayed using 1.15 urn radiation.
Additional Information about the construction, as well as the operation, of the
Integrated circuit is provided by highfrequency measurements using laser mode
beats: for example, diffusions surrounding
the bonding pads at the periphery of the die
were detected. Thus, comparing observations
made using all of these available scanning
techniques can field not only information
about the electrical behavior of the integrated circuit, but also information about
the sequence of steps employed in its fabrication.
As a beginning in the use of the scanner for
MOS integrated circuits, two complementary
transistors in a sillcon-on-sapphire 4007
(dual complementary pair plus inverter) were
connected to form an Inverter stage and
scanned with 0.633 um light. As for the bipolar NAND gat.L work described above, the
signal for the display screen was obtained
from the supply voltage bus. The operation
of the circuit was changed by changing the
bias conditions, and one could readily distinguish which were the conducting transistors for each of the bias conditions.
<L. Z. Zaw/ir and D. W. Berninp)

10.2.

Scanning Electron Microscopy —
Electron-Beaii. induced Damage

The well controlled low-energy electron beam
used by the scanning electron microscope
(SEM) is a potential source of damage to microelectronic devices under examination.
Because an electron energy of approximately
200 keV or greater is necessary to cause
displacement damage in silicon, the bulk
properties of the devices being examined are
usually unchanged at typical electron accelerating voltages.
However, the electron
energy deposition in the device materials
through ionizatlon processes ma;- result in
changes in the surface oxide properties.
The effect of this energy deposition on the
degradation of device electrical parameters
has been noted for both bipolar [38-42] and
MOS [42-49] devices. To Illustrate the effects of exposure to SEM beams, the electrical parameters of a digital bipolar circuit,
a linear bipolar circuit, and an MOS circuit were monitored as a function of SEM
operating conditions.
The first integrated circuit to be examined
was a digital bipolar inverter, the 7404.
Of the six Inverters on the 7404 chip, only
the characteristics of one were monitored.
Measurements were made to determine if the
device met the manufacturer's minimum specifications for both high-and-low-level outts after exposure in an SEM operating with
an electron beam energy, E0, of 20 keV at a
D

beam current, I , of 100 pA scanning an
area, A , of 0.02 cm2
Mo change in elecs
trical characteristics was detected after a
1000 s exposure with all leads grounded.
The same device was then exposed for 1000 s
with a collector supply voltage of 4.75 V
and an input voltage of 2.0 V and again for
1000 s with the same collector supply voltage but an input voltage of 0.8 V. No
change in electrical characteristics was
observed after either exposure. An additional 1000 s exposure with a beam current
of 1 nA produced no measureable damage.
This particular device appears Insensitive
to changes In surface oxide properties and
is not susceptible to SEM damage.
Identical
results were obtained with other samples of
this device type.
A linear bipolar device, a 741 operational
amplifier, was the next Integrated circuit
examined.
The Input offset current, I
08'

and the input offset voltage, V

were

o»
monitored as a function of exposure time in
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Figure 32.
Characteristics of 741 operational amplifiers as a function of exposure time
in a 20 keV beam of a scanning electron microscope.
(•: Device not biased during exposure;
♦: Device biased during exposure.)

the SEM. One sample was scanned with the
leads grounded while another had +15 V applied to the positive collector supply terminal and to the non-inverting input and
-15 V applied to the negative collector supply terminal and to the Inverting Input during exposure. The SEM operating conditions
were:
20 keV.
100 pA. E
0.03 cmk

were observed when the circuit was exposed
to a 20.0 keV beam with the same values of
and
Measurements were made after ex-

4

posure of the circuit for 50, 500, and 1000
s with the leads floating.
Significant
shifts were observed after each exposure,
and the device was inoperative after the
1000 s exposure. Measurements were also
made after exposure of a different circuit
of the same type for 1, 10, and 50 s with
+5 V anplied to both the drain and input
termi: is.
Severe shifts in characteristics
occurred after the 10 s exposure and pfter
50 s the device was inoperative. As is the
case with exposure of these circuits to
gamma radiation, the degradation of the CMOS
Inverter characteristics is more severe when
exposed with voltages applied.

I

Tne changes In I

and
as a function of
OS
exposure time In the SEM beam are shown In
figure 32. With bias applied during exposure, both I
and V
exceeded the manuos
OS
facturer's maximum specifications after an
exposure of less than 100 s.
Additional
samples were examined and yielded similar
results.

The electrical parameters of microelectronic
devices are usually sensitive to changes in
the oxide characteristics of those oxide
films near the active silicon regions.
For
an MOS device such as the A007, the ionizing
effects of the SEM electron beam can be measured in terms of the energy deposited in
the gate oxide.
In order to facilitate the
comparison uf SEM electron beam lonlzation
damage with the effects of other Ionizing
sources, the radiation dose unit, the rad
which Is defined as the amount of radiation
which deposits 10 3 ergs of energy per gram

The third Integrated circuit type examined
was a C-MOS 4007, a dual complementary pair
plus Inverter. The part^ular circuit used
was fabricated using sillcon-on-sapphlre
technology.
The inverter characteristics
were first monitored as a function of SEM
voltage. No change in the inverter characteristics was observed when a single circuit
with leads floating was exposed successively
to 2.5, 5.0. and 10.0 keV beams for 1000 s
intervals with I0 - 100 pA and A B
s
0.02 cm2. Changes, as shown in figure 33,
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Figure 33. Characteristics of C-MOS 400? circuit after various exposures to a 20 keV bean
of a scanning electron microscope.
consist''-1 of an aluminum film approximately
1.0 urn thxck and a silicon dioxide overcoat
approximately 0.6 urn thick. The accumulated
dose per second of exposure time is given In
table 13 as a function of beam energy for !„

of irradiated material, is ordinarily employed (1 rad ■ 10"'' J/kg).
If normal beam incidence and uniform electron flux over the rastered area is assumed
and the device structure above the critical
oxide is known, the radiation dose levels In
the pertlnen*- surface oxides for a device
exposed to tl.e SEM electron beam can be calculated from

WfD

Dose [rads(S102)] = 100 -

A T
s ox

where t is the scan time in seconds, f

= 100 pA and A =0.02 cm2. The experimental
observation of no degradation at 2.5, 5,0,
and 10.0 keV Is in agreement with the calculations. A 71 s exposure of 20 keV electrons under these operating conditions results in a dose of 10'' rads(SiO?), a suf-

(11)

Table 13 — Dose Accumulated in Gate
Oxide for 1 Second SEM Exposure

is

the fraction of Incident energy deposited in
the oxide, T
is ••he oxide thickness in
ox
micrograms per square centimeter, and the remainder of the symbols have been defined
earlier. The f raction f is the area under

Dose, rads(Si02)

EB. keV

the depth-dose curve [50] for that portion
of the total pe netration distance subtended
by the oxide af ter proper account is taken
of the fraction of energy backscatte ed, f,
I
assumed for the present calculations to be
0.1 [51].
The dose accumulated in the gate oxide of the
4007 circuits was calculated from eq (11).
The structure above the 100 nm gate oxide

2.5

0.0

0.0

5.0

0.0

0.0

10.0

0.0

0.0

15.0

0.012

3.8 x 103

20.0

0.033

1.4 x TO1*

30.0

0.020

1.3 x IQ"
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WAFER INSPECTION AND TEST
In preparation for the. alignment and testing
of the electron gun for the AM.EEP system,
a uniform aluminum grid on a silicon dioxide
substrate has been fabricated. This grid is
used to measure the linearity of the beam
positioning circuitry and, as the computer
programming progresses, should allow calculation of a computerized correction factor
to remove beam steering errors. The system
response to one line of this grid can also
provide an estimate of the electron beam
spot size.

flclent dose to cause significant electrical
parameter changes for many classes of devices.
The SEM operating parameters utilized in
this report are typical of those used in
SEM topographical examinations of devices.
It is apparent that for some classes of devices little or no electrical parameter degradation occurs.
However, for others, even
a brief examination can be destructive.
SEM Induced degradation Is a function of
accelerating voltage, beam current, scanned
area, exposure time and bias voltages applied to the device under test.
(K. F.
Galloway, W. J. Yeerv, and K. 0. Leedy^

10.3.

In order for the instrument to provide absolute surface potential measurements, a calibrated standard target Is required.
Since
the work functions of the low Index planes
of tungsten have been exhaustively studied,
a standard target was fabricated from tungsten ribbon using recrystallization techniques [52-3'].
Wien this single crystal
reference r.ir^ct is mounted on a vacuum manipulator, either the reference or the specimen under test may be placed in front of the
electron gun.

Automated Scanning Low Energy
Electron Probe

The Initial goals of the investigation of
the automated scanning low energy electron
probe (ASLEEP) (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-12, p.
28) are to construct the Instrument and
demonstrate proof of principle by application of the instrument to the determination
of the uniformity of oxide filr.js. The
Fffort encompasses research in electron gun
design, fabrication, and rast as well as
computer interfacing and software generation.

The computer control system has been acquired
and the necessary software and interface
projects are underway.
(W. C. Jenkins'" and 6. P. Nelson")

Basically, ASLEEP utilizes a low energy
electron beam under computer control to measure surface potential. A simplified block
diagram Is shown in figure 34. The instrument has potential usefulness In areas ranging in complexity from Incoming wafer acceptance to integrated circuit diagnostics.

Work conducted at the Naval Research
Laboratory, Washington, D. C
20375
under NBS Order No. 501718. NBS contact
for additional technical information:
K, F, ^Uoway.
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BONDING

In-Process Bond Monitor

The study of the uniform beam model for motion of an ultrasonic bondlnp, tool (NBS Spec.
Publs. 400-8, pp. 17-39, and 400-12, pp. 29-30) was extended to Include the force at
the tool tip during the bonding operation. This force, F(f,t) Is related to the third
spatial derivative of the vibration amplitude at the tool tip by
F(t,,t) - -F.I V'Cf ,t) ,
where El Is the flexural rigidity of the tool and I la the tool extension below the
horn.
If the tool Is driven slnusoldally at the horn, the boundary conditions to be
used are
Y(0,t) - a slnut, Y'CO.t) " 0, Y"(t,t) - 0, and \"'(t,t)

F(?.t)
El

(12)

where a Is the vibration amplitude of the tool at the transducer horn (x ■ o) and M IS
the vibration frequency.
The general solution to the equation which describes the motion of the tool in space
and time (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-4, pp. 65-66) is
Y(x,t) ■ B1sinh(qx) + B?cosh(qx) + B-)Sin(qj:) + Bl<cos(qx),

(n;

where q ■ (cAu^/EI)1
, o is the volume density of the tool material, and A Is the
cross sectional area of the tool.
Making use of eqs (12) in eq (13) and introducing
the dimenslonless'variables Z = qf, N » x/.', the solution may be shown to be in the
form

T{H,t) -

a

2p7fr WzHsln(Nn - slnl{(;/.)] + B+(Z)cosh(NZ) +

B"(Z)COS(NZ)(

+ 8 Vr'^x I [cosh(Z) ♦ cos(Z)][sin(NZ) - sinh(NZ)l
2q El D(Z) I
+ [sinh(Z) + sln(Z)][cosh(NZ) - cos(NZ)l{,

(14)

where
D(Z) - 1 + cosh(Z)cos(Z) . A(Z) - sln(Z)cosh(Z) + cos(Z)sinh(Z), and
B (Z) - D(Z) I slnh(Z)sin(Z).
It should be noted that the first term of eq (14) is just the solution of the driven
uniform beam in th'j unloaded phase of operation, Y (N,t). Hence, in the limit as the
tool tip-wire force goes to zero, Y(N,t) approaches the previously determined solution (NBS Spec. Publ. 400-8, pp. 37-39).
The solution, Y(N,t), can be simplified to
Y(H,t) - T <M)
where l(N) is defined as
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*(N) ' 2qjEI D(Z)ilcosh(Z) * cos(Z)]lsin(NZ) -

slnh(NZ)]

+ [slnh(Z) + 8ln(Z)](co8h(NZ) - cos(NZ)]|.
At the ith node, the unloaded beam solution. ^(N^.t) is zero so the solution at the
node becomes
Y(N

Oi

t) - F(8,t)t(N .).
Oi

(15)

From eq (15) it can be seen that the temporal evolution of the tool vibration amplitude
at a nodal position of the unloaded beam provides direct insight into the temporal evolution of the force at the tool tip during the bonding operation. An elucidation of
this force can provide information about the mechanism of ultrasonic bonding particularly in regard to the ultrasonically induced plasticity of the aluminum wire and the
relation of this plasticity to the bonding mechanism.
At the tool tip, N - 1, the solution becomes
Y(l,t) - * fly [cosh(Z) ♦ co8(Z)]+ ^frfa [cosh(Z)sin(Z) - co8(Z)sinh(Z)] .
Hence, the amplitude at the tool tip also provides a measure of the force at the tool
tip during bonding.
(J< H
Albers)
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Dry Gas Gross Leak Procedures

The limiting factor in dry gas leak test procedures is the rapid depletion of the gas
fror the package interior which causes nurnletection of large leaks.
A Knudsen expansiondifferential sensing method was devised previously to eliminate this factor (NBS Spec
Publs. 400-A, p. 70, and 400-8. p. 42). Another procedure has now been considered as a
possibility for extending the range of currently available instruments by effectively
reducing the delay between the back pressurization phase and the detection of tracer gas
which has penetrated the package.
This procedure employs a rapid gas cycling technique.
In addition to reducing the delay time, the
procedure is Intended to provide controlled
environmental conditions so that a quantitative relationship between rue and measured
leak value ran be reasonably well derived
while maintaining the testing time at an acceptably low value.
While the method mav be
applied to either the helium leak detector or
the radiotracer apparatus, the description
which follows is for the former.
A single chamber doubles for pressurizatlon
and detection. Dwell time is mirimized by
rapid gas expansion, and excess helium is
diminished by dilution.
The gas handling
circuit is shown schematically in figure 35;
standarJ symbols [55] are used to indicate
the components. All valves are quick acting.
The ratio, r, of the ballast volume, B; or
B. , to the volume of the chamber. A, in which
the devices to be tested are placed ■heuU he
100 or more. Helium is Introduced into chamber A to the desired pressure for a specified
time of the order of seconds.
The chamber is
then v.nted first to the atmosphere and then
Into ehe ballast tank B; in a continuous sequcr.ee of about 1 s duration to reduce the
heJlum gas pressure surrounding the test
specimens to a pressure of 1/r atm.
Nitrogen
gas (or dry air) is then introduced into
chamber A to dilute the remaining helium
within about 1 s by a factor equal to the
product of the nitrogen pressure, P
rin atn
mospheres). and the ratio r.
The mixture in
chamber A and associated lines is again vented to atmosphere and expanded, first Into B.
snd then into B,.
Thus, the pressure in
chamber A is reduced to l/r atm by the
double expansion.
The partial pressure of
helium in the chamber is 1/P
atm.
n

remaining from the expaision and dilution
sequences or leaking from the specimen interiors would pass through the fixed leak,
FL, into the helium leak detector to give an
indication.
When the pressure in chamber A
is further reduced by the mechanical pump to
low enough value, valve 1 may be opened and
valve 6 closed for unrestricted passage into
the leak defector.
The fixed leak and the final expanded pressure are of such values that the i;as flow
rate into the leak detector does not cause
the detertor Internal pressure to rise above
operational limits. The maximum allowable
helium concentration in chamber A Is then
set by the ratio of the leak detector limit
of indication to the value of the fixed leak
conductance.
The minimum detectable Indicated leak rate at any Instant is approximatelv the product of the fixed lee'- conductance
and the partial pressure of helium in the
mixture surrounding the sample. This minimum detectable signal falls off with a time
constant determined by the pumping speed at
the chamber and the chamber volume.
To relate the measured leak rate, 0 . to the
m
leak size, I., it is necessary to calculate
the pressure in the specimen package at the
time of measurement.
Since the test is concerned with the measurement of gross leaks.

-{Xh
■{XF

•x

H» LD

l-IXHxP
2
n

-0
rifUN 15.
ijas ^„.ui^ circuit for rapid
|M cyclxnp, technique for measurement of

At this time, with valves 7 and 8 closed and
valve 2 opened, any helium In the chamber

rxos': leak-.
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quenclng. Calculation Indicates that a pumpdown time of about 15 s is possible for ballast volumes of 10 I and a mechanical pump
rating of about 2.5 '"/s.
(S. Ruthbart and \\. A. Cullins)
12.2.

rlXf-

Calibration Stand for Gross Leaks

./,

The hermetic test procedures in development
(sec. 12.1) and interlahoratory comparisons
such as those being conducted with tentative
or draft procedures [56,57] in cooperation
with ASTM Conmfttee F-l on Flectronlcs (NBS
Spec. Publs. AOO-i, p. 67; i00-t, p. 40; and
400-12, pp. 33-34) require correlation of
data to directly measured leaks. A general
purpose vacuum system has been designed
using available components and is l-eing constructed to provide a facility for the measurement and calibration of gross leaks and
vacuum gauges used In such test procedures.
The vacuum circuit is shown schematically in
figure 36; standard symbols [55] are used to
indicate the components. Appropriate manifolds may be substituted for the test charher to permit such procedures as leak measurement by rate-uf-rise [58] and precision
pressure point generation with reference to
micromanometers for gauge calibration

[59-bll.

I OIL .

0*5

ri|?ure 36. Vacuum circuit for calibration
system for gTOM leaks and vacuum fM(M<

(;. Ruthb«r| and V, A. Cttllifl I
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PROPERTIES

Thermal Resistance Methodi —
Darlington Pairs

In .i continuing effort to assess the feasibility of using electrical measurements to
determine arturately some of the thermal
properties of integrated Darlington transistors, measurements were made to verily several of the conclusions previously reached
(NBS Spec. Publs. 400-8, pp. 46-49, and
400-12, pp. 35-37).
Although most Integrated Darlingtons are
three-terminal devices for which some junction voltages cannot be measured independently, sofre Darllngtons have four terminals
as depicted In figure 37. Since the four
terminals are .available for measurement, the
individual emitter-base voltages of both the
input and output transistors (Vj and V?,
respectively) can be measured directly when
the eraitter-onlv switching method [62] is
used. Measurements were made on a device of
this type to test the validity of the assumptions made in deriving an expression for
the thermal resistance of the output transistor, ReIC2. 'NBS Spec. Publ. 4U0-12, p.

.'?, eq (8))
R [C2

= Ä

WC(l*2)

UCl

(17)

where K,,Jca+J) is tUe ^erma]- resistance
determined by measuring the series combination of both emitter-base junctions (using
the voltage V,- as the temperature sensitive
parameter) and R(iJcl is the thermal resis-

OF

"

'
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DEVICES

The rallbration constants of the Individual
transistors of the four terminal Darlington
were determined for measuring currents of 7
and M mA. The results are listed In table
U, It can be seen that for 1^ « 50 mA they
are essentially equal, whereas for 1^ ■ 7 mA
there is a significant difference In their
values. Thus, the assumption that the inpot
and output transistors in an integrated Darlington pair have equal calibration constants appears to be reasonable if large
values of I are used.
m
A series of thermal resistance measurements
was made on the four-terminal Darlington
under various conditions. The results are
summarized in table ♦♦.
The thermal resistance, fhjCl< of the inPut
transistor, Q|, was measured in three ways.
First, the voltage Vj was used as the temperature sensitive parameter ^TSP) with 1^ ■
7 or 50 nA and emitter-only switching [62].
This measurement is identical to that which
would be performed on a discrete transistor
If the emitter-base voltage were used as the
TSP. Next, the voltage • 12 was used as the
TSP, with emitter-only switching and a measuring current chosen large enough to turn
Q, on but small enoi^n to keep n,7, the output translstoi , off. The appropriate value
depends on the -agnltudes of Rj and Rj and
their ratio; in the present case l^ ■ 1 mA.
Finally the collector-base voltage,
was used -s the TSP with I
emitter-and-collector
Note 743, pp. 34-35).
necessary because the
Rj and R- may be such
able measure of Ra IC1

tance of the input '.ran istor. In a threeterminal device, l^jgj cannot be measured
independently. The assumptions made in deriving eq (17) are that the calibration constants for the input and output transistors
are equal and that ILj-- can be .measured

V

CB1.

• I •• and

switching (NBS Tech.
This is sometimes
ratio or magnitudes of
as to preclude a suitfrom V12 using a small

value of I n . The collector-base junction
voltage Is accessible on both three-terminal
and four-terminal Darlingtons (NBS Spec.
Publ. 400-12, p. 36). All three methods
yielded essentially the same result for

with sufficient accuracy.
Most three-terminal Darlingtons contain integral bias resistors. To facilitate comparison with such devices, two resistors
were added externally to the four-terminal
Darlington as shown in figure 37. This is
necessary because in the measurement of thermal resistance the presence of bias resistors necessitates I larger measuring current,
I , than would be needed for an Isolated dis■
.
u
crete transistor In order to insure that the
junction voltages used as temperature sensitive parameters viry relatively linearly
with temper.iture.

R

ojcr

The «herma: resistance, ^QI

of

the 0Ut; ut

P

transistor, 0-, was measured directly by M«
ing the voltage V2 as the TSP with 1^ ■ 7
and 50 mA and emitter-only switching. Direct measurements of Rujc^ using the collector-base junction of Q: as t.-.e temperature sensitive parameter proved unreliable
52
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APPCNOIX A

SEMICONDUCTOR

TECHNOLOGY

PROGRAM

STAFF

Coonllnator: J. C Freurh*
Secretary: Miss B. S. Hope*
Consultant: C. f, M.irsden* '

Semiconductor Characteriz.it ion Section
(301) 921-3625
Dr. W. M. Bullis, Chief
Dr. M. G. Buehler. Asst. Chief
F. 1!. Brewer
Miss t, C. Butler
M. Cosman

Dr. R. Y. Koyama

Dr. W. K. Phillips

Dr. A. C. l.ieberman

Miss D. K. Kicks

R. L. Mattis

I,. M. Smith
+
Mrs. M. I.. Stream

Dr. S. Mayo

Mrs. K. t. Dodson

H, R. Thuiber
Dr. J. R. Eh'-stein
Semiconductor Processing Section
(301) 921-35A1
Dr. A. II. Sher, Chief
S. Ruthberg, Asst. Chief — Assembly
H. A. Schafft, Asst. Chief — Processing
4
Miss D. L. llines

Dr. D. B. Novotny

Dr. J. H. Albers

H. K. Kessler

R. L, Raybold

Mrs. C. A. Cannon

J. Ki iwczyk

1 . Szabo

If, A. Cull ins
G. G. Harman

T. F. Leedy

Mrs. F.. Y. Träger

Y. M. Liu

Electron Devices Section
(301) 921-3622
F. F. Oettinger, Acting Chief

D. E. Sawyer

Dr. D. C. Lewis

H. E. Dyson
Dr. K. F. Galloway
+
Mrs. A. D. Glover

Part TiM
Secretary
Telephone:
Teiepl.one:

S. Rubin

Mrs. K. 0. Leedy

D. L. Blackburn

I
+
i
►

G. J, Rogers

W. J. Keery

D. W. Berning

Mrs. B. A. Oravec
M. K. Phillips

(301) 921-3357
(301) 921-3621
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APPENDIX C

WORKSHOP
C.l.

AND

S Y H P 0 S I U fl

SCHEDULE

Proceedings or Reports of Past Events:
Symposium on Silicon Device Processing, Galthersburg, Maryland, June 2-3, 1970.
(Cosponsored by ASTM Committee F-l and NBS).
Proceedings: NBS Spec. Publ .
(November 1970).

3)7

ARPA/NBS Workshop 1. Measurement Problems in Integrated Circuit Processing and Assembly, Palo Alto, California, September 7, 1973.
Report: NBS Spec. Publ. A00-3
(January 1974).
ARPA/NBS Workshop II.
Hermeticity Testing for Integrated Circuits, Galthersburg,
Maryland, March 29, 1974. Report: NBS Spec. Publ. 400-9 (December 1974).
Spreading Resistance Symposium, Galthersburg, Maryland, June 13-14, 1974.
(Cosponsored by ASTM Committee F-l and NBS).
Proceedings: NBS Spec. Publ. 400-10
(December 1974).
ARPA/NBS Workshop III. Test Patterns, Scottsdale, Arizona, September 6, 1974.
Report:
NBS Spec. Publ. 400-15 (to appear).
ARPA/NBS Workshop IV.
Surface Analysis for Silicon Devices, Galthersburg, Maryland,
April 23-24, 1975. Report: NBS Spec. Publ. 400-23 (to appear)

C.2.

Calendar of Future Fvents:
Reliability Technology for CarJiac Pacemakers, Gaithersburg, Maryland, July 28-29,
1975 (Workshop cosponsored by Food and Drug Administration and NBS).
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APPRNDI!' n
D. 1. Sawyer, Task Group JC-2',-5 on Transistor Scattering Parameter Measurement
Standard, Committee JC-'.A on low Power Transistors
H. A. Schafft, Technical Advisor, Second Breakdown and Related Specifications Committee JC-25 on Power T-ansistors
Electronic Industries Association:

Government Products Division

K. F. Oettlnger, Chairman, Task Group G-12-08-74 on Recommendations for Military I'sage
of Proposed Standards anc! Test Methods for Thermal Kesistance, Committee G-12
on Solid State Devices
IEEE! Electron Devices Group
J. C. French, Standards Committee
t, F. Uettlnger, Standards Committee Task Force on Second Breakdown Measurement Standards
}'.. AJ Schafft, Standards Committee Task Force on Second Breakdown
Measurement Standards
IEEE Magnetics Group
S. Rubin, Chairman, GalvanOUgMtic Standards Subtomralttec
Society of Automotive Engineers
J, i . French, Subcommit tee A-2N' on Radiation Hardness and Xuclear Survivabll ity
if, M. Bullis, iManning Subcommittee of Committee II on Flertronic Materials and Processes
1EC TCi7, Semiconductor Devices and integrated Circuit!
S. Rubin, lechnical Expert, CalvaaOMgMtic I'evlces; I'.S. Specialist for forking
Gi'.'Up 5 on Hall Dev ces and MagnetoresistIvr Devices
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APPENDIX E

SOLID-STATE

TECHNOLOGY

K

FABRICATION

SERVICES

Technical services in areas of competence are provided to other N"
Trtiv1Mf»<; -mr' nther
Kovernment asencies as they are requested. I'sually these are shorL-term, specialized
services that cannot be obtained through norm.-.l commercial channels.
Such services provided during the last quarter, which are listed below, indi'-atf the kinds of Caetaology
available to the program.

K.l.

Semiconductor Device Fabrication

(J. Krawczyk and T. t, Leedy)

MOS capacitors with gates transparent to ultraviolet radiation were fabricattd for llie
Harry Pianond Laboratories.

V.. 2.

Scribing

(J. Krawczyk)

Iron-oxid^-coated glass substrates were cut to size using the wafer scriher lor the Harry
IHamond Laborator ii s .

K.J.

Thernocouple Kepair

(H. K. Kessler)

Miniature mult Ijunct Ion thermocouples were repaired for the MiS Klectricify I'lvislon.

F.-^i. Semiconductor Device Assembly

(H. K. Kessler)

Silicon wafers containing fifty arrays were diced and mounted to TO-5 headers for the Army
Klectronics Command, Fort Mom.iouth, Mew Jersey. The interconnections were made bv means
of ultrasonic bonding using aluminum and silver ribbon wire.
Ihese devices are to be used
for current density stu les.

F.3.

Scanning Flectron Microscopy

(W. .1. Keery)

Scanning F.lectron Micrographs were taken of various cement sanplrs for the NBS Materials
and Composites Section.
Scanning electron micrographs were made of dlesel exhaust smoke particles for the NliS Fir.Technology Division.
A specimen of a Moire pattern test structure was examined for the N'BS optics and Mi, rometrology Section.
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Announcement of New Publications on
Semiconductor Measurement Technology

Siipeniiiendciit «f Docuinciits,
Government Printing Ot'lne,
Washington. D.C. 80408
Dear Sir;

he

Please add my name to tlu- aiimmncem.mt list of new publications to
issued in the series: National Bureau ot Standards Special Puhli-

eatiou 100-.
Name
Company
Address .
Citv

Zip Code

Slate

(N'oulirauon Key NMl3i
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CALL FOR LEVEL OF I^f^EREST

WORKSHOP ON MICRODEFECTS - THEiR CHARACTERIZATION
AND EFFECTS ON SILICON DEVICES
SPONSOR:

ASTM Coranittee F-l on Electronics

WHEN:

September 16, 1976, in conjunction with the meeting of
Coranittee F-l, September 14-16, 1976

WHERE:

Town and Country Hotel - San Diego, California

WHAT:

A series of invited papers is planned covering the following areas:
• A general survey of the field of microdefects in silicon
• Crystal properties; native and mechanically induced defects
and their characterization
• Gettering and other effects of thermal processing on defects
- The impact of microdefects on MOS and on bipolar devices
• The effect of microdefects on radiation hardening of devices
The talks will be followed by an extensive discussion period
involving both a panel of experts and audience participation.

NOTE: Since facilities for this workshop will necessitate a limited attendance,
a preliminary level of interest is being solicited to aid in planning. If you
feel you would like to attend, please return the form below before December ZO, 1975
to:
J. R. Ehrstein
National Bureau of Standards
Building 225, Room B-346
Washington, D. C. 20234

I am interested in attending the workshop on Microdefects.
Name:
Company:
Address:

mtmm
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COMMERCE
WASHINGTON, P.C. 20230
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Washington, D.C.

TECHNICAL NEWS fni tke Natiml Binai if Staiaris
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
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BUREAU OF
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Fred McGehan
301/921-2816
TN-4735

October 28, 1975

NBS VIDEOTAPE AVAILABLE ON LASER
SCANNING OF ACTIVE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
New and powerful applications for laser scanning in semiconductor
device design ind reliability work are presented in a videotape now
available for distribution on loan without charge from the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS).
Titled "Laser Scanning of Active Semiconductor Devices," the 55minute presentation is given by David E. Sawyer and David W. Berning,
developers of an optical scanner which can, in a completely nondestructive
way, reveal the inner workings of semiconductor devices.
As an added feature. Sawyer and Berning, both of the NBS Electronic
Technology Division, are available for a te-löphone conference call to
answer questions and provide more detailed information following a
prearranged showing of the videotape.

In demonstrating some of the many

applications of this scanner and in offering construction details,
Sawyer and Berning hope that the semiconductor community will be stimulated to construct and use similar scanner systems.
- more -
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2 In the videotape presentation the design of the scanner is described
in detail and many of its applications are displayed and discussed. For
example, it is shown that the scanner can (1) map dc and high-frequency
gains in transistors, (2) reveal areas of the device operating in a nonlinear manner, (3) electronically map temperature in the transistor, and
(4) detect the location of hot spots that can develop for certain operating conditions. The vehicle used to show the capabilities of the
scanner is a bipolar interdigitated UHF transistor. A dual input NAND
gate is used to demonstrate the use of the scanner to determine internal
logic states and otherwise observe internal operation of the circuit.
To show the ability of the scanner to examine MOS devices without detectable degradation, an MOS shift register is used. The location and
progress of internal logic in the register is clearly shown by the
scanner. Not only can internal logic be mapped and marginally-operating
logic cells detected, but individual logic states can, if desired, be
changed by the scanner without affecting other elements.
Mapping is performed by scanning the semiconductor device with lowpower CW lasers which locally create electron-hole pairs within the
structure. These current carriers can stimulate device behavior by
taking the place of signal current-carriers which are supplied by leads
fixed to the device.
In contrast to signals applied via the fixed device leads, the
optical excitation can be moved over the surface and within the bulk.
The response of the structure can be studied on a point-by-point basis
by displaying the response on a screen whose x-y sweeps are synchronized
with the laser scan.
Persons wishing to borrow the videotape should contact Ms. Elaine
C. Cohen, Room B346, Technolog> Building, National Bureau of Standards,
Washington, D.C. 20234. The tape is available in color on 3/4-inch
cassettes and in black and white on 1/2-inch reels. An earlier videotape, titled "Defects in PN Junctions and MOS Capacitors Observed Using
Thermally Stimulated Current and Capacitance Measurements," is also
available on loan without charge.
- 30 -
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